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ABSTRACT 

NIESHA HARRIS 
URBAN MIDDLE SCHOOL TEACHERS' PERCEPTION OF THE SOCIAL 
PROMOTION OF MINORITY STUDENTS 
Under the direction of KAREN WELLER SWANSON, Ed.D. 

Social promotion is defined as "the advancing of a student to the next grade level 

when that student has not mastered the content of the previous grade level" (Frey 2005). 

Social promotion, initially a positive alternative, is a hidden, controversial problem that 

occurs in education in opposition to retention because social promotion data is not 

reported. 

The purpose of this case study was to investigate urban middle school's teachers' 

perceptions of the social promotion of minority students in a school culture that accepts 

this practice. During this investigation, the researcher determined which of the National 

Middle School Association (NMSA) (2010) middle school characteristics described in 

This We Believe were used to remediate social promotion. Also, the perspectives of 

school educators, such as teachers, counselors, and administrators were examined. 

The research question that was addressed was as follows: How do teachers, 

counselors, and administrators remediate in a social promotion environment? The 

following sub-questions will be addressed: 1. Which middle school characteristics 

(TWB, 2010) are used to remediate social promotion? 2. What are teachers', counselors', 

and administrators' attitudes toward social promotion/social promotion students? 

ix  
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This case study occurred in W. N. Hope Middle School, a middle school in the 

southeastern United States. The researcher used in-depth interviews and artifacts to 

collect data. The interview questions were aligned to the This We Believe (2010) middle 

school characteristics. The researcher concluded that the middle school characteristics 

were being used to help remediate socially promoted students; however, on a very surface 

level. The educators in this study perceived social promotion as not beneficial to students 

and to remediate this process, they used purposeful instructional strategies like 

differentiation, advisory, and varied assessments. They also continued to educate 

themselves so that they could better serve the students. 

The researcher recommends completing more research in the area of the length of 

advisory, the effects of parental involvement in the success of socially promoted students, 

and a quantitative approach that measures the growth of socially promoted students 

against the amount of implemented middle school characteristics. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION TO STUDY 

Background 

Social promotion is a practice that has been used to replace retention because of 

the negative effects associated with retention. Initially, social promotion was viewed in a 

positive manner because research showed that retention led to drug usage, drop out, low 

self-esteem, attempted suicide, low grades, as well as other negative effects. Livingston 

and Livingston (2002) indicate that retention hurts students' self-esteem because of the 

negative stigma associated with it, whereas social promotion does not. Per Darling-

Hammond (1998), most of the time, it is beneficial to keep a child in his or her peer 

group. 

Today, social promotion has acquired a negative stigma. It is a hidden problem 

that is not readily acknowledged, and it occurs at no fault of the teachers or students. 

Even though social promotion stems beyond teachers and students, they are faced with 

and sometimes blamed for the consequences. Social promotion and retention are both 

controversial in terms of student achievement and future productivity. Picklo and 

Christenson (2005) indicate that: 
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Social promotion is another practice that is intended to assist low-

achieving students, but also affects students negatively. It is often viewed 

as an alternative to grade retention and is sometimes thought to be less 

damaging in terms of educational and socio-emotional outcomes than 

grade retention (p. 259). 

Picklo and Christenson's study promoted alternatives to retention and social promotion 

because neither of the processes was helping low achieving students academically 

improve. 

Heubert and Hauser (1998) inform that high-stakes testing was put into place to 

help curtail social promotion. In Georgia, the result of high-stakes testing affects the 

promotion of students in grades three, five, and eight, herein referred to as the critical 

grades. Grades three, five, and eight are critical because students must pass the Georgia 

Criterion Referenced Competency Test (GCRCT) in reading, language arts, and/or 

mathematics to be promoted to the next grade. Teaching and learning become more 

difficult for students when students are promoted to the next grade level without the 

necessary grade level skills in reading, language arts, and math. Students end up trying to 

learn new content when they are three or more grade levels behind in reading and/or 

math, which is nearly impossible without support in place to re-teach the necessary skills. 

The purpose of this study is to investigate urban middle school teachers' perceptions of 

the social promotion of minority students in a school culture that accepts this practice. 

Social promotion (as well as retention) is a practice that has been deemed 

unsuccessful because it sends mixed messages to society. It gives a false sense of 

progress and students think they don't have to work hard or master content in order to be 
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promoted. Students who are passed along are unprepared which in turn, makes the 

teachers unprepared as well because students do not have the basics (Thompson & 

Cunningham, 2000). Social promotion has negative long-term effects as well. Thompson 

and Cunningham indicate that because so many students are socially promoted, 

employers look at diplomas as meaningless. Many of the students who are socially 

promoted are at risk, are minorities, and males (Thompson & Cunningham, 2000). The 

aforementioned long-term effects not only affect students and educators, but also society. 

Conceptual Underpinnings for the Study 

Assessment 

Assessment is a very prominent indicator in promotion. The No Child Left 

Behind Act (NCLB) (as well as other legislation) have set standards that students are 

required to meet in order to be considered successful. "High-stakes testing poses critical 

consequences for students because a single measure (standardized test score) may 

determine high school graduation, promotion to the next grade, or final grades for the 

school year or course" (Peterson, 2005, p. 2). Thus, high-stakes testing, like the Criterion 

Referenced Competency (CRCT) test, a Georgia state-administered test, can play a 

negative role in social promotion and retention because in Georgia: 

State law requires that students in third, fifth and eighth grade meet or exceed 

expectations on the CRCT in reading in order to be promoted (at least a score of 

800). Fifth and eighth grade students must also meet or exceed expectations on 

the CRCT in mathematics. (Georgia Department of Education, 2010) 

High-stakes assessment can lead to an increase in grade retention and social 

promotion. The purpose of high-stakes assessment is to determine what a student knows 
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at the end of the learning experience, and provides data to communicate students' 

abilities to stakeholders (Ediger, 2001). Ethics is also an issue in high-stakes testing. 

Heubert and Hauser (1998) do not believe that one test score should be used to determine 

if a student is promoted or not. This is evident in the following: 

A test score, like other sources of information, is not exact. It is an estimate of the 

student's understanding or mastery at a particular time. Therefore, high-stakes 

educational decisions should not be made solely or automatically on the basis of a 

single test score but should also take other relevant information into account 

(Heubert & Hauser, 1998, p. 6). 

Formative assessment is a type of assessment that can be used to curve issues that 

are related to grade retention and social promotion. The purposes of formative assessment 

are to inform teaching, assess learning during learning, provide feedback to teachers and 

students, set goals for learning, identify the learner's strengths and weaknesses, and to 

validate or ensure the goals of instruction are being achieved. Both teachers and students 

play key roles in formative assessment. Kaftan, Buck, and Haack (2006) state formative 

assessment is a very useful tool. Formative assessment can be used to probe student 

understanding, inform and tailor teaching, and develop relationships with students (p. 

44). Formative assessment and feedback are highly related. Students learn what they can 

do to improve learning through the feedback given by teachers. Teachers learn what 

needs to be done to improve lessons through feedback and dialoguing with students. "The 

pedagogy involved in implementing formative assessment is meant to motivate students 

to mastery goals" (Kaftan et al., 2006, p. 44). When students are motivated, they will 

strive to master the goals they have set forth. The goals they set are also a part of the 
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formative assessment process. If students are motivated to learn, are working towards 

their mastery goals, and are in constant dialogue about their progress, then achievement 

should occur. Yorke (2001) states that retention is put at risk without formative 

assessment (p. 121). According to Yorke, if formative assessment were properly 

conducted, then there would be a much lesser need for grade retention and/or social 

promotion; however, in contrast, the risk of student discouragement or failure is increased 

if formative assessment is done incorrectly (p. 124). Through formative assessment 

practices, the teacher can determine which areas the students may find difficult, and bring 

him or her up to the standard. If there were a need for either grade retention or social 

promotion, the teacher and student would have a plethora of evidence that indicates that 

necessity. Darling-Hammond (2010) indicates that the student assessment system should: 

1. Address the depth and breadth of standards as well as all areas of the 

curriculum, not just those that are easy to measure. 

2. Consider and include all students as an integral part of the design process, 

anticipating their particular needs and encouraging all students to 

demonstrate what they know and can do. 

3. Honor the research indicating that students learn best when given 

challenging content and provided with assistance, guidance, and feedback 

on a regular basis. 

4. Employ a variety of appropriate measures, instruments, and processes at 

the classroom, school, and district levels, as well as the state level. These 

include multiple forms of assessment and incorporate formative as well as 

summative measures. 
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5. Engage teachers in scoring student work based on shared learning targets 

developed by teachers and students based on the curriculum, (p. 1) 

By utilizing these strategies, the need for retention or social promotion will be curtailed 

and students will be more successful in the classroom because the quality of learning will 

be improved. 

Achievement Gap 

In Georgia, as a means to comply with the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, 

students are required to pass the Criterion Referenced Competency Test (CRCT) in third, 

fifth, and eighth grades; if students do not pass the CRCT, then they can be retained 

(Hull, 2002, p. 11). This is a prime example of how a single indicator determines if a 

child who did not meet the minimum score is retained or not. If the child is not retained, 

then he/she is socially promoted. High-stakes testing is useful but has a negative 

connotation because of how it is used. 

Ladner and Burke (2010) reported how Florida is closing the achievement gap 

between Caucasian students and their Black and Hispanic peers. Florida implemented a 

set of reforms in 1999 that included parental school choice (public, private, charter, or 

virtual school), performance pay, alternative teacher certification, standards and 

accountability (inclusive of standardized tests and a new grading system), and curtailing 

social promotion. To help end social promotion, Florida implemented a third grade 

retention policy, with exceptions, where students had to pass the third grade reading 

Florida Comprehension Assessment (FCAT) before being promoted to the fourth grade. " 

Specifically, third graders who scored only one out of five in reading on the FCAT repeat 

the third grade and take remediation until they demonstrate basic literacy skills" (p. 12). 
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Florida found that retained third graders, in comparison to the socially promoted third 

graders, made more gains in reading. The socially promoted third graders fell further 

behind. After a decade of implementing these reforms, Florida found that minority 

students made gains. Despite the nation's limited progress in raising the scores of 

minority students overall, Florida has made enormous progress in narrowing racial 

achievement gaps" (Ladner & Burke, 2010, p. 2). This study demonstrated that states can 

implement systemic reforms, inclusive of limiting social promotion, to help decrease the 

achievement gap between Caucasian students and students of color. 

Thomas (2000) makes the connection between students who are at risk for 

retention also being those same students who are at risk for social promotion. The 

students tend more often to be Black boys. Thomas (2000) also suggests that neither 

retention nor social promotion are helpful to students but careful planning needs to occur 

before social promotion is completely removed from the school system (p. 31). 

Retention 

Silberglitt, Jimerson, Burns, and Appleton (2006) indicated that research has not 

supported retention; however, they suggested it would be intuitively advantageous to 

retain students earlier (by second grade) rather than later (third grade or later) in order to 

prevent future failure. Silberglitt et al. considered early retention a preventative measure 

or early intervention for struggling students. The researchers' question of study was: Is 

retention in early grades (kindergarten-second grade) linked to better short- and long-

term outcomes relative to retention in later grades (third-fifth grade)? The study revealed 

that the growth trajectories of students retained earlier were comparable to those students 

retained later. Thus, the results did not support any advantage to early retention. 
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Hong and Raudenbush (2005) evaluated the causal effects of the kindergarten 

retention policy on children's cognitive growth in reading and mathematics. In this study, 

the researchers wanted to go beyond the effects of retention on students who have been 

retained. Instead, they wanted to achieve a more comprehensive understanding and 

consider the average affect of retention on all students. They chose to ask three empirical 

questions, which are as follows: 

1. What is the average effect of the kindergarten retention policy? Should we 

expect to see a change in the children's average learning outcomes if a 

school changes its retention policy? 

2. What is the average impact of a school's retention policy on children who 

would be promoted if the policy were adopted? 

3. What is the effect of kindergarten retention on those who are retained? 

The researchers found no evidence that a policy of grade retention in kindergarten 

improves average achievement in math and reading, and they found no evidence that the 

policy benefits children who would be promoted under the policy. However, the 

researchers did find evidence that suggests that children who are retained learn less than 

they would have had they been promoted. 

Martin (2009) examined three dimensions of age appropriateness: age within 

grade level, grade retention, and delayed school entry, and their role in academic 

motivation, engagement, and performance in high school. The research questions 

addressed were as follows: 

1. What are the effects of age within cohort on motivation, engagement, and 

performance? 
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2. Does the fact that prior work has found different outcomes as a function of 

being markedly older for cohort, at age for cohort, or younger for cohort 

suggest possible nonlinear effects for age within cohort? 

3. What are the effects of grade retention on motivation, engagement, and 

performance? 

4. What do retention and age-within-cohort data indicate about the 

relationship between delayed school entry and academic motivation, 

engagement, and performance? 

The data showed that regardless of whether a child was retained or not, being markedly 

older for cohort has negative effects. Also, regardless of being older or younger for 

cohort, the effects of having to repeat a grade are also negative. The researcher inferred 

from the data that on the basis of the effect of a student being markedly older for cohort 

(and after grade retention has been controlled) that in cases in which the role of delayed 

entry status is significant, this role tends to be negative. 

Frey (2005) examined the research on the effectiveness of retention and other 

responses, including social promotion, and the growing parental practice of 'academic 

redshirting' of children by delaying their entry into kindergarten (p. 332). Frey found that 

retention is damaging to students academically, socially and emotionally. Also, Frey 

found that the dropout rates of students who were retained doubled as opposed to students 

who were not retained. 

Wu, West, and Hughes (2010) investigated the effects of retention in first grade 

on children's externalizing and internalizing behaviors, social acceptance, and behavioral, 

cognitive, and affective engagement. A sample of 784 children was used, 52.6% were 
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male and 47.4% were female. The chosen sample was students who were below the 

median on the state-approved district-administered measure of literacy, were not 

receiving special education services, and had not been previously retained in the first 

grade. The researchers found that retained children in comparison to promoted children 

benefitted from retention both short -term and long- term in relation to decreased teacher-

rated hyperactivity, peer-rated sadness and withdrawal, and increased teacher-rated 

behavioral engagement. Three years after the students were retained, they reported higher 

academic competence than the matched promoted children. Wu et al. also found that 

"retained students usually performed less well on measures of self regulation" (2010, p. 

146). 

Statement of the Problem 

Much of the research pertaining to students' abilities to meet grade level criteria is 

about retention and the ineffectiveness of this process. Frey (2005) indicates the scarcity of 

data in relation to socially promoted students. 

Although the practice of social promotion has been in debate in and out of 

education circles, the research on low-achieving children who are socially 

promoted to the next grade level is sparse. No data on social promotion are 

kept by states, and the U.S. Department of Education has described social 

promotion as a hidden problem (Frey, 2005, p. 340). 

This study will help to highlight how educators handle the practice of social promotion of 

minority students in a school culture that accepts this practice. It will also highlight which 

middle school characteristics are being used to remediate social promotion and 
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educators', namely teachers, counselors and administrators, attitudes towards the process 

of social promotion. 

An eclectic theoretical framework will be used when conducting this 

study. Theories include a combination of cognitive theory, constructivism, and 

post modernism. When determining how educators approach minority students in 

an environment that supports social promotion, the researcher will determine if 

cognitive theory and constructivism are used. Evidence of cognitive theory will 

include the use of prior knowledge, real life experiences, teacher modeling, 

motivation, life long learning, and Bandura's Social Cognitive Theory. Evidence 

of constructivism will include the use of collaboration, problem solving, hands-on 

learning, demonstrations, projects, Vygotsky's zone of proximal development, 

Bruner's scaffolding, and Gardner's multiple intelligences. From the post-modern 

perspective, evidence will include culturally responsive and relevant pedagogy, 

advocacy for teachers and students, and Freire's teacher-student dualism. 

Studies indicate that neither grade retention, nor social promotion is the answer to 

the problem of students not mastering content. Berlin (2008) alluded to the idea of the 

ineffectiveness of social promotion by providing an example of a student who used social 

promotion as a crutch to get through middle school. The young man, "Edward," was an 

unmotivated 7th grader. He knew that he did not have to complete his assignments to be 

promoted because the previous school year he was threatened with retention, yet he was 

not retained. "Edward" made this known to his teacher. This practice occurs in middle 

school but the problem occurs when the student reaches high school without the needed 

skills and fails. At this point, social promotion is not an option and the student either 
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continues to fail, step up, or drop out. The North Carolina Education Research Council 

(NCERC) Policy Brief (1999) clearly stated: 

Neither social promotion nor retention leads to high performance. If the 

goal is to bring low-performing students up to the higher standards now 

being asserted across the nation, neither retention nor social promotion is 

effective. In different studies, one or the other has been found to offer an 

advantage, but neither has been found to offer a large, lasting advantage, 

and neither leads to high performance (p. 3). 

Research has shown that social promotion is not profitable for students; in contrast this 

study will shed light on educator's attitudes about social promotion. 

Most studies on social promotion take a quantitative approach focusing on student 

outcomes; however, this study is a qualitative study that will address educators' attitudes 

in reference to social promotion; social promotions being in reference to those students 

who are three or more grade levels behind in reading or math and are not labeled as 

needing special education services. Eagly and Chaiken (1993) define attitude as "a 

psychological tendency that is expressed by evaluating a particular entity with some 

degree of favor or disfavor." (p. 1) Teachers are to differentiate classroom material 

enough to meet the needs of every learner. When students read three or more levels 

below grade level, cannot write a complete sentence, and/or cannot complete simple 

arithmetic, what is the teacher to do? Students are being promoted to the next grade 

without the necessary skills, which in turn increases the teachers' already heavy 

workload. 
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Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to investigate one urban middle school's approach 

toward social promotion of minority students in a school culture that accepts this practice. 

During this investigation, the researcher determined if This We Believe (2010) middle 

school characteristics were used to remediate social promotion. Also, the attitudes of 

school educators, such as teachers, counselors, and administrators were examined. At this 

stage in the research, social promotion was defined as the advancing of a student to the 

next grade level when that student has not mastered the content of the previous grade 

level (Frey, 2005). These students are not labeled as needing special education services, 

though they are three or more grade levels behind in reading or math. 

Research questions 

How do teachers, counselors, and administrators remediate in a social promotion 

environment? 

Sub-questions: 

1. Which middle school characteristics (TWB, 2010) are used to remediate social 

promotion? 

2. What are teachers', counselors', and administrators' attitudes toward social 

promotion/social promotion students? 

Limitations, Assumptions, and Design Controls 

This study was limited to middle school educators working in an urban setting. 

The school has an existing policy of social promotion for those students who do not pass 

the Georgia Criterion Referenced Competency Test (GCRCT) in sixth, seventh, and 

eighth grades. Triangulation of data took place in order to increase validity and reliability 
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of the qualitative data collection process. The researcher's bias is that social promotion 

does not help the student when there are no interventions in place to support the student 

and/or teacher. 

Definition of Key Terms 

Throughout this case study, key terminology will be used to address the topic of 

study. It is important that this terminology is understood to appreciate this study. 

Following is the definition of key terms. 

Alignment- This term is "used to specify the "desired correspondence between 

assessments and curriculum standards" (Darling-Hammond & Brandsford, 2005, p. 281). 

Attitude- [The term used to refer to] "a psychological tendency expressed by 

evaluating a particular entity with some degree of favor or disfavor" (Eagly & Chaiken, 

1993, p. 1). 

Educator: For the purposes of this study, educator refers to teachers, counselors 

and school administrators. 

Formative- "Assessment carried out during the instructional process for the 

purpose of improving teaching or learning" (Darling-Hammond & Bransford, 2005, p. 

277). 

High-stakes- "The term used to refer to accountability tests that have serious 

consequences for schools, teachers, or students "(Darling-Hammond & Bransford, 2005 

p. 306). 

Minority- For the purposes of this study, minority refers to Blacks and 

Hispanics/Latinos. 
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School culture-" A hegemonic value system under which schools work" (Vang, 

2006, p. 20). 

Social promotion- "The [process of] advancing a student to the next grade level 

when that student has not mastered the content of the previous grade level" (Frey, 2005). 

Summative- "Assessments [that are] generally carried out at the end of an 

instructional unit or course of study for the purpose of giving grades or otherwise 

certifying student proficiency" (Darling-Hammond & Bransford, 2005, p. 275-276). 

Teacher. For the purposes of this study, teacher refers to the individual providing 

instruction to the students in the classroom. 

Research Design 

The participants in this study included one fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth grade 

teacher, one counselor, and one administrator. The researcher conducted a 20-question 

one-on-one interview with each participant. The Georgia Criterion Referenced 

Competency Test (GCRCT) data was collected for each subject in grades sixth, seventh, 

and eighth. The data is provided in Table 1. 

Table 1 

Georgia Criterion Referenced Competency Test Data 

Subject 2007 2008 2009 

6th yth 8th 6th yth gih 6th yth 8th 
reading 83.6 71.3 70.9 75 76 76 72 77.6 86 

language arts 89.5 89.8 80.4 73 86 80 80 79.5 88.8 
math 46.7 55.2 70.4 38 54 57 50.2 66.1 43.9 

science 39.5 47.6 38.5 26 46 30 36.2 58.9 50.3 
social studies 68.5 80.5 63.3 — — 29 — — 55.1 
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The interview data was read for trends, comparisons, and commonalities (Creswell, 

2007). This data was categorized into themes to obtain an understanding of how 

educators remediate social promotion according to the middle school philosophy and 

characteristics as outlined in This We Believe (2010). To increase validity, member 

checking, re-reading of data, and triangulation was utilized. "A researcher protects the 

anonymity of the informants; for example, by assigning numbers or aliases to 

individuals" (Creswell, 2007, p. 141). To ensure anonymity in this case study, aliases 

were assigned to each of the participants. 

Summary 

This chapter has given an overview of the unsuccessfulness of grade retention and 

how it has led to the practice of social promotion. This chapter has also indicated that 

research now indicates that social promotion is not successful in helping failing children 

either. Social promotion is a practice that is not supported by current research; however, 

it is practiced in school systems. This study is a qualitative study in the form of a case 

study that served to determine how educators in an urban middle school remediate in a 

social promotion environment. 

Chapter 2 will provide a literature review to provide a basis of understanding of 

social promotion and how it came into practice. Chapter 3 will explain the methodology 

used in this study. This study will be a case study that will use interviews and artifacts to 

collect data. Chapter 4 will present the results of this study. Chapter 5 will provide 

implications of the study. The appendices of this study will have copies of the interview 

questions, themes, and IRB approval. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

Retention and social promotion have been controversial topics in education for 

many years. In this time of high-stakes testing and accountability, retention and social 

promotion have once again become heated issues of debate. Increasingly, debates have 

turned to finding alternatives to both the practice of retention and social promotion, since 

neither one yield positive results for students. 

Middle school educators are dealing with students who have been retained or 

socially promoted more often than not. Since the practices of social promotion and 

retention are not producing desired results, and teachers are responsible for ensuring 

students meet the standards on high-stakes testing, this study served to investigate how 

educators are remediating for students in a social promotion environment. Additionally, 

the researcher investigated if the middle school characteristics were used to remediate 

social promotion and educators' (teachers, counselors, and administrators) attitudes 

toward social promotion. 

This literature review will emphasize the research that has been done in relation to 

middle school and social promotion. The literature review will begin with historical 

aspects of how minority students have been educated in the past. Secondly, the literature 

will present the research that has been done on social promotion and retention and 

alternatives to these practices. Next, the middle school philosophy will be examined 
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because the focus of this study is on middle school educators. The middle school 

philosophy will help to clarify why this is the time to focus on assisting students and 

ensuring their success. Afterward, differentiation will be examined. Differentiation will 

be focused on because it is a strategy that is useful to reach all students, and is an 

alternative to retention or social promotion when done effectively. Assessment will also 

be covered in this literature review to demonstrate the role it plays in determining social 

promotion or retention status of students. The purpose of including assessment is two

fold: High-stakes assessment can produce negative effects on the teachers and students 

in the classroom. Secondly, assessment can be effective if used formatively to inform 

teaching and learning. Finally, school culture will be examined in this literature review to 

decipher if it plays a role in the school's social promotion decisions. This research will be 

used to understand middle school educators' attitudes toward social promotion and how 

school culture may play a role in this process. 

A systematic search was used to identify the literature in this review. Descriptors 

such as history of African American education, history of Hispanic American education, 

history of minority American education, social promotion, grade retention, school 

culture, middle school philosophy, assessment, assessment in middle schools, educational 

assessment in middle schools, high-stakes assessment, and differentiation and other 

synonyms were used to search reference databases. Selection criteria for inclusion in this 

literature review were 

1. Research must have been presented in a professional publication. 

2. Results or information extracted must have been related to grade retention, 

social promotion, assessment, middle school philosophy, or school culture. 
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3. Research must have been published within the last ten years unless it is part of 

the historical aspects or is pertinent to the topic of study. 

Historical Aspects of Minority Americans' Education 

Kozol (1991) discussed how racially segregated schools were in American cities, 

especially in the southern portion of the United States. Many of the schools Kozol visited 

had a high rate of non-Caucasian students, to the degree of 95-99 percent. Kozol found 

that the influential individuals he shared this issue with were not inclined to address this 

problem. Kozol found that many of the restructuring/reformation programs did not reach 

the schools that he visited. The schools Kozol visited were of poor quality, specifically in 

East St. Louis, equipment was outdated, and textbooks were scarce and missing pages. 

Sewage was poisoning the neighborhoods and the schools, which was a reflection of the 

low socioeconomic status of the communities. 

In Chicago, Kozol (1991) visited a school in which there was a shortage of 

money, which led to a shortage of teachers and supplies. This particular school district 

lacked funding because enough property tax was not generated to support education 

costs. Most of the teachers were unmotivated to teach because of the lack of pay; thus, 

some came to work late daily, missed a substantial amount of days, or slept in class most 

of the day. Teachers did not hold high expectations for their students. A teacher at this 

Chicago school stated, "If a child comes in not reading, he goes out not reading" (p. 52). 

These low expectations permeated the thoughts and feelings of the students because they 

did not see college in their futures and consequently, the city's dropout rate neared 50 

percent. Of those students who did graduate, 27% read at or below the eighth grade level. 
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The poor quality of the public schools caused many affluent parents to send their children 

to private schools. 

Kozol (1991) also visited schools in New York, New Jersey, Washington D.C., 

and San Antonio. Some of the same patterns were found in schools with large minority 

populations. Some commonalities included less funding in these schools, limited books 

and supplies, and overcrowded classrooms. Some other issues included limited 

technology if any, increased drug usage, and prostitution. Historically, minority students 

have faced a rough educational path filled with low expectations, limited resources, and 

negative community impact. These inequalities have added to the students' low reading 

and math levels in accordance with age and grade. 

Hudson and Holmes (1994) discussed the results of the 1954 Supreme Court 

decision in the Brown vs. board of education of Topeka, Kansas. As a result of this case, 

there was a great reduction of the number of Black teachers, as well as a reduction in the 

number of Black students who majored in education. The ruling in this case had several 

unanticipated consequences. Unfortunately, teachers did not think that Black students 

could learn. They believed that those who learned lacked the ability to think critically. 

Since the majority of the administrators and teachers were Caucasian, the minority 

perspective was not represented. Negative thoughts of Black and minority children's 

ability to learn were prevalent. Hudson and Homes indicated minority teachers are 

needed, especially in minority communities. Many of the Black students left behind 

because they did not have the needed impact of a Black teacher. Hudson and Holmes 

suggest setting rigorous and high expectations for Black students, engaging in community 
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planning, participating in forming policy, and monitoring educational policies is needed 

to change the course of education. 

Garibaldi (1997) charted Blacks' forward and backward movement in education 

since the 1954 Brown decision. He found that over four decades, more Blacks were 

attending school, graduating, attending college, graduate school, and professional school, 

and more Blacks were in leadership roles. Although Blacks had made progress, on the 

40th anniversary of Brown vs. the board of education of Topeka, Kansas, it was found 

that schools were even more segregated. Garibaldi indicated that the re-segregated 

schools were not by accident, but were a result of Caucasians moving from urban to 

suburban schools, as well as the ineffective enforcement of court orders. He indicated 

that in 1997, many of the schools attended by Blacks were unequal to those attended by 

Caucasians (Garibaldi, 1997, p. 107). The researcher indicated that grade inflation and 

social promotion took place in schools and gave a false sense of students' abilities and 

proficiencies. Per Garibaldi, this was evident according to the results of assessments such 

as the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), the American College Test 

(ACT), and the Scholastic Achievement Test (SAT), and he suggested social promotion 

be eliminated. Garibaldi also found that students who did not perform well on 

assessments were of high poverty schools that were located in urban areas. 

Darling-Hamond (2004) investigated race, resources, and student achievement in 

American schools. Darling-Hammond made reference to W.E.B. Du Bois and his idea 

about moving past minimal education to enabling students to think critically. She 

indicated that the color line still divides us. "The presumption that guides much of the 

conversation is equal educational opportunity now exists; therefore, continued low levels 
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of achievement on the part of minority students must be the function of genes, culture, or 

a lack of effort and will" (Darling-Hammond, 2004, p. 214). Darling-Hammond 

disagreed with this assumption. Instead, she stated that the low level of minority students' 

achievement is in part to unequal access to educational resources in relation to their 

Caucasian counterparts. Darling-Hammond (2004) also mentioned tracking as another 

unequal practice in minority education. She also found that re-segregation increased 

amongst minorities in the 1980s and 1990s. 

The continuing segregation of neighborhoods and communities intersects with 

funding formulas and school administration practices that create substantial 

differences in the educational resources made available in different communities. 

Together, these conditions produce ongoing inequalities in educational 

opportunity by race and ethnicity, (p. 217) 

Not only did she find unequal access to resources, she also found that minority students 

had unequal access to qualified teachers, which was a significant factor in the lack of 

achievement in the population of minority students. Minority students' achievement was 

also affected by the lack of rigorous curriculum and equipment. Darling-Hammond 

indicated that Black students' educational attainment has begun to reverse and Blacks 

continue to lag behind Caucasians on national assessments. She found that although 

poverty levels influence student outcomes, the amount of school resources is a major 

factor in student success. 

Kates (2006) examined the history of a massive literacy campaign called the 

Citizenship School Program. The Citizenship School Program began as a response to the 

racist literacy tests that kept many Blacks from voting between 1945 and 1965. The 



Citizenship School Program taught Blacks basic literacy skills so that they could pass the 

literacy tests required for voter registration. The first Citizenship School opened in 1957 

in the Sea Islands of South Carolina. The Citizenship Schools spread throughout 

Charleston County because once the students learned to read and write, they taught others 

to increase the numbers of Blacks who could vote. The life experiences of the students 

were used to teach literacy, which was one goal of the program. Voter registration and 

the social responsibilities of citizenship were among the other goals of this program. 

"Each man get a man" became the motto that was used to recruit others to the Citizenship 

Schools. Eventually, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and the Southern Christian Leadership 

Conference (SCLC) became involved in the Citizenship Schools. In the early 1960s, 

these schools spread to dangerous parts of the south; for example, Alabama and 

Mississippi. In 1965, the Voting Rights Act was signed. This act prevented the use of 

literacy tests as a requirement for voter registration. Once the Voting Rights Act was 

signed, the Citizenship Schools' focus changed from literacy to politics. After Dr. King 

was assassinated in 1968, the schools fazed out because of lack of direction and guidance. 

Gonzalez (2007) examined legal history of desegregation cases and its effects on 

present-day educational inequality and advancement of Latinos. "In 1967, Stokely 

Carmichael coined the term institutional racism to describe institutional discriminatory 

practices" (Gonzalez, 2007, p. 331). The purpose of Gonzalez's paper was to focus on 

the application of institutional racism to the Latino education experience from as early as 

1930. This paper focused on the following question: What have been the effects of 

history and law, particularly of school desegregation cases, on the present-day 

educational inequity and advancement of Latinos? Latinos have lagged behind 
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Caucasians in attaining a high school diploma since 1980. Prior to 1980, data on 

educational attainment of Latinos was not collected. Gonzalez used critical race theory to 

explain school desegregation history and law. Gonzalez (2007) reviewed seven different 

cases involving Latinos and education. In each of the cases, institutional racism was 

practiced. The people in each case were discriminated against because they were 

Mexican American. Gonzalez indicated that each of these cases led to advances in the 

educational attainment of Latinos. Since the Latino population is growing very rapidly, 

more struggles have to take place to ensure educational equity. 

Gonzalez (2008) completed a qualitative study to understand how deficit 

ideology, the belief that Mexicans were racially, culturally, and linguistically inferior, 

was visually perpetuated in the 20th century. Gonzalez explored the following question: 

What do historical photographs tell us about the social, cultural, and educational climates 

for Mexicans living in the U.S. in the 1920s? Gonzalez used visual ethnography to 

answer this research question. Gonzalez indicated that historically, Caucasians 

stereotyped Mexicans as dirty, ignorant, unable to be educated, and intellectually inferior. 

For these reasons, Caucasians wanted to force Mexicans into Americanization programs. 

Americanization involved teaching Mexicans as well as others non-Caucasians to think 

and behave as White Anglo Saxons. "School was a strong vehicle in the Americanization 

of men, women, and children to White Anglo-Saxon Protestant (WASP) culture" 

(Gonzalez, 2008, p. 298). Caucasians who believed in Americanization believed that 

Mexicans were dirty and used this belief to separate Mexicans into Mexican schools. 

Many Caucasian did not want to teach Mexicans because of believing the deficit 

ideology. Gonzalez indicated that one purpose of Americanization was to prepare 
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Mexicans to become laborers and workers in the industrial society because Caucasians 

believed Mexicans were academically inferior. Deficit theory and Americanization help 

explain why Mexicans lag behind Caucasians in academics. 

Social Promotion and Retention 

Holmes and Matthews (1984) completed a meta-analysis that investigated the 

effects of grade level retention on elementary and/or junior high school students. The 

areas observed were academic achievement, personal adjustment, self-concept, and 

attitude toward school. Holmes and Matthews assumed that retention began with the 

organization of grades in schools. This is evident in the following: "it was with this 

organization of the school into grade levels that the issue of which students to retain first 

arose" (Holmes and Matthews, 1984, p. 225). Epistemologically, Holmes and Matthews 

believed that research on retention did not support the practice of retention. Through the 

meta-analysis, Holmes and Mathews came to know that research cumulatively indicated 

that retaining students has the potential for negative effects. These negative effects 

consistently outweigh the positive outcomes (p. 232). Data was collected from 44 studies 

that met the following criteria: 

1. Presented the results of original research of the effects on students 

of retention in the elementary or junior high school grades. 

2. Contained sufficient data to allow for the calculation or estimation 

of an effect size. 

3. Compared a group of retained students with a group of promoted 

students (p. 227-228). 
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The 44 studies resulted in a total of 11,132 students, 4,208 who were non-

promoted and 6,924 who were regularly promoted. As a result of the meta

analysis, Holmes and Matthews found that non-promotion had a negative effect 

on students, which ranged from students' social adjustment, emotional 

adjustment, and behavior; lower self-concepts than promoted students; and more 

of a negative attitude towards school. 

Rust and Wallace (1993) investigated the relationship between grade retention 

and subsequent achievement in first through third grade children. This study focused on 

achievement gains of those students who were retained or transitioned and those who 

were at-risk for retention but were promoted. The results indicated that retention led to 

higher achievement during the repeated year only. Achievement leveled out for the third 

and fourth years of the study. During the second year, the promoted students had 

unanticipated success; however, this group leveled out later as well. The researchers 

indicated that retention did not improve student performance compared to promoting 

students and they also showed that there were not any positive long-term effects several 

years after a student had been retained. Rust and Wallace (1993) also recommended that 

alternatives to retention be made such as smaller class sizes and funding to ensure 

positive and relevant learning environments, and required summer school programs (p. 

163). 

Meisels and Liaw (1993) addressed the retention situation by utilizing a large, 

nationally representative sample to examine retention rates and correlates of early versus 

late retention and promotion versus non-promotion using data collected as part of the 

National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS: 88). Meisels and Liaw also 
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investigated potential differential associations between retention and student 

characteristics. They addressed the following three questions: 

1. Who is retained in terms of races, sex, social economic statics (SES), and 

other demographic characteristics? 

2. Is retention (either in grades K-3 or 4 through 8) associated with improved 

student outcomes on a variety of eighth grade measures? 

3. How do students who differ by sex, race, and social class respond to being 

retained? 

Meisels and Liaw (1993) found that a disproportionate number of Blacks and Hispanics 

were retained more than Caucasians. Retained students were four times as likely to come 

from the lowest SES group as compared to the highest. More boys were retained than 

girls and most student retentions occurred during the first four years of school. Retained 

students showed a disadvantage on later school performance and behavioral variables 

when compared to students who had never been retained. This study demonstrated that 

retention does not succeed in its goal of raising the performance of retained students. 

Meisels and Liaw enhanced the research on retention because it broadened the sample to 

include a larger and national set of students. This study even linked retention to 

demographic characteristics which causes educators to look deeper into who is being 

retained and why. 

Jimerson (2001) completed a meta-analysis of grade retention research. This 

research provided a systematic review as well as a meta-analysis on studies that were 

published between 1990 and 1999 (p. 423). Jimerson used 20 articles in this meta

analysis. Academic achievement and socio-emotional adjustment were two categories 
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used to group the 20 analyses. The effect sizes were calculated for each study. Jimerson 

examined outcome variables, age or grade of the retained population, matched or 

controlled for variables in analyses with comparison groups, and the overall conclusion 

regarding the efficacy if grade retention (p. 420). The researcher found that grade 

retention was ineffective to remediate low academic achievement. Jimerson's results 

were consistent with results from previous studies and meta-analyses on grade retention. 

The National Association of School Psychologists (2003) does not see grade 

retention or social promotion as an appropriate practice for students who are not meeting 

the standards. NASP (2003) promotes the use of evidence-based and effected 

interventions. The researchers of NASP found that some students are more at risk for 

retention than others. 

The groups of children who are most likely to be retained are male, Black 

or Hispanic, have a late birthday, delayed development and/or attention 

problems, live in poverty or in a single-parent household, have parents with 

low educational attainment, have parents that are less involved in their 

education, have changed schools frequently, have behavior problems and 

display aggression or immaturity, and have reading problems, including 

English Language Learners (p. 1). 

The researchers articulated how retention has an effect on various grade levels of 

learners. At the elementary level, retention does not benefit the students any more 

than if they were promoted. Students with reading difficulty are more often 

retained. Retaining students result in more behavior problems. At the secondary 

level, students who have been retained are more likely to drop out of high school. 
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Retained students are also more likely to participate in unhealthy and risky 

behaviors. NASP found that retention and social promotion had negative effects on 

student learning and do not provide the extra support that these students need to 

make gains. The researchers suggest having strategies in place to assist students 

who are struggling learners. These strategies should be well researched and 

evidenced-based. Some examples include parental contact and involvement, using 

age-appropriate and culturally sensitive instructional strategies, effective early 

reading programs, peer, cross age, and adult tutoring and mentoring programs, and 

comprehensive school wide programs to promote psychosocial and academic skills 

of all students. NASP (2003) suggests promotion plus as opposed to retention or 

social promotion. 

Beebe-Frankenger, Bocian, MacMillan, and Gresham (2004) investigated the type 

of student retained by addressing the following questions: 

1. Do retained students differ on academic and social-behavioral factors from 

peers who are in special education, placed at risk for retention, or normally 

promoted to the next grade? 

2. How do students who were retained at the end of second grade differ from 

all other students in the sample who also scored below the 25lh percentile 

on statewide testing at the end of second grade but received alternative 

educational treatments? 

Beebe-Frankenger et al. found that students who were retained or received special 

education services scored lower when compared with promoted students on measures of 

overall IQ, overall academic competence, and reading skills. Teachers rated retained, at-
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risk, and special education students with more critical behavior events than promoted 

students. Also, retained students had higher absenteeism and tended to come from low 

SES homes. Additionally, over 50% of special education students were retained at least 

once before receiving special education services. Moreover, this study supported the idea 

that retaining students does not increase student success. Beebe-Frankenger et al. 

suggested that educators, researchers, and policy makers should ensure that all students 

receive instruction that is best suited to their specific learning needs. Thus, NCLB's idea 

that all students must perform at a prescribed level ensures failure in the long run because 

curriculum is narrowed, students are neglected because of teachers teaching to the test, 

and finally, instead of changing the educational system for the better, more emphasis is 

placed on correcting bits and pieces of the educational system (Cawelti, 2006). 

Hong and Raudenbush (2005) evaluated the causal effects of the kindergarten 

retention policy on children's cognitive growth in reading and mathematics. In this 

study, Hong and Raudenbush wanted to go beyond the effects of retention on students 

who have been retained. They wanted to achieve a more comprehensive understanding 

and consider the average effect of retention on all students. They chose to answer three 

empirical questions, which are as follows: 

1. What is the average affect of the kindergarten retention policy? Should we 

expect to see a change in the children's average learning outcomes if a school 

changes its retention policy? 

2. What is the average impact of a school's retention policy on children who 

would be promoted if the policy were adopted? 

3. What is the effect of kindergarten retention on those who are retained? 
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The analytic sample included 471 kindergarten retained students and 10,225 promoted 

students in 1,080 retention schools, and 1,117 promoted students in 141 non-retention 

schools. To collect data, the researchers used the students' reading and math Early 

Childhood Longitudinal Study Kindergarten cohort (ECLS-K) scale scores, which were 

calibrated via item response theory (IRT). The results of this study were as follows: The 

researchers found no evidence that a policy of grade retention in kindergarten improves 

average achievement in math and reading, and they found no evidence that the policy 

benefits children who would be promoted under the policy. However, the researchers did 

find evidence that suggests children who are retained learn less than they would have had 

they been promoted. 

Frey (2005) examined the research on the effectiveness of retention and other 

responses, including social promotion, and the growing parental practice of'academic 

redshirting' of children by delaying their entry into kindergarten (p. 332). Frey reviewed 

Jimerson, Carlson, Rotert, Egeland, & Sroufe (1997); Karweit (1999); McCoy & 

Reynolds (1999); and Resnick et al. (1997) studies. Frey found retention is damaging to 

students academically, socially and emotionally. Also, Frey found that the drop out rates 

of students who were retained doubled as opposed to students who were not retained. 

Silberglitt, Jimerson, Burns, and Appleton (2006) conducted their study to answer 

the following question: Is retention in early grades (kindergarten through second) linked 

to better short-and long- term outcomes relative to retention in later grades (third through 

fifth)? To answer this question, the investigators used the curriculum-based measures for 

reading assessment. Silberglitt et al. found a more rapid deceleration of growth in 

students retained later than students retained earlier. The researchers attributed this to a 
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greater negative effect from later retentions. Research has consistently found a negative 

socio-emotional impact from grade retention. 

Larsen and Akmal (2007) investigated disconnects between retention research and 

middle level practice. The purpose of this study was to gather and share the 

administrators' and teachers' perceptions of and experiences in implementing retention in 

their school district. Secondly, the researchers wanted to examine how their districts' 

policies on retention reflected the research about the efficacy and outcomes of causing a 

student to repeat a grade (p. 34). The sample consisted of eleven teachers, five 

counselors, seven building administrators, three coordinators/directors in central office, 

and three assistant superintendants. To gather data, a qualitative study was used. 

Interviews, available documents, and existing research were constantly compared to 

triangulate data (Larsen & Akmal, 2007, p. 37). Larsen and Akmal concluded with four 

interrelated causes of retention which were lack of knowledge of research literature, 

difficulty promoting students who had issues with academics, attendance, and/or home 

lives, the use of hegemony to highlight benefits of retention, and elaborating on the 

difficulty of determining alternatives to retention. Also, the researchers insinuate 

retention or promotion is not a simple process. It involves cultural and social beliefs as 

well. The educators in this study believed retention was not beneficial to students in most 

cases. They formulated this belief system from experience and/or research. However, the 

school systems in this study had a culture of implementing retention policies regularly as 

an accountability measure. As a result, educators were forced to choose between retention 

and social promotion. 
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Frederick and Hauser (2008) investigated if social promotion had been put to an 

end by examining the trends in the proportion of children below the modal grade for their 

age (BMG). In this study, the effects of social background characteristics on when BMG 

was used estimate changes over time (p. 720). The researchers used the overall 

prevalence of retention over time and the influence of social background characteristics 

on retention to judge how much social promotion exists. Frederick and Hauser's research 

questions addressed if the amount of children who are BMG increased over time and if 

so, is the prevalence at certain ages, the effects of social background characteristics in 

being BMG, and how does those effects differ over time and age. The sample was taken 

from the Current Population Survey (CPS) data on school enrollment that occurs each 

October. The CPS data include 912,526 children aged six to 17 clustered within 276,124 

households over 34 years (p. 723). The researchers only used results from 457,038 

children within 214,206 households due to computation limits (p. 723). The social 

background characteristics/constrained variables in this study were gender, income, home 

ownership, head of household's K-12 education and occupational status (Frederick & 

Hauser, 2008, p. 724). The researchers found that retention over time increased at 

different rates, delayed school entry increased the rate of retention, being BMG increased 

with age and over time, and the constraint factors for age were statistically significant. 

Ultimately, Frederick and Hauser found that the plight to end social promotion was not 

occurring as intended. 

Hong and Yu (2008) examined the effects of kindergarten retention on children's 

social-emotional development in the early, middle, and late elementary years. They cited 

Holmes and Matthews' 1984 study as well as other studies to show that there were mixed 
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results in reference to the effects of retention. They found no evidence suggesting that 

kindergarten retention does harm to children's social-emotional development. The 

researchers' results showed those two years after retention, the retained kindergarteners 

perceived a higher level of competence and interest in academic learning than they would 

have if they had been promoted to first grade instead. The estimated effect sizes on all the 

outcome measures in this study were relatively small. From this, the researchers indicated 

that their results did not indicate that kindergarten retention would bring great benefits to 

the social-emotional development of all the children who would be possibly be retained. 

This study could possibly change the direction of the foundational article in reference to 

kindergarten retention. 

Schnurr, Kundert, and Nickerson (2009) examined contemporary retention 

decision-making practices and school psychologists' knowledge, beliefs, and opinions 

regarding retention. The sample consisted of 250 school psychologists currently 

employed by public school districts. A survey of 42 questions was used to collect data. 

The survey included questions addressing demographics and the role of the participant, 

procedures used when making retention decisions, and knowledge and beliefs about 

retention. The results of this study revealed that school psychologists did not generally 

support retention, did not find it effective, and noted that research findings were 

moderately applicable to their daily practice. 

Martin (2009) examined age within cohort, grade retention, and delayed school 

entry and their role in academic motivation, engagement, and performance in high 

school. The sample consisted of 3,684 high school students from seven different 

Australian high schools, ranging in grades seven through twelve. The data was collected 
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using The Motivation and Engagement Scale-High School (MES-HS), educational 

constructs shown to be useful in recent construct validity research, and objective 

performance comprising literacy and numeracy achievement. The results indicated the 

effects of grade retention on motivation, engagement, and performance in school was 

consistently negative. 

Alternatives to Social Promotion and Retention 

Darling-Hammond (1998) explains the ineffectiveness of both retention and 

social promotion in Avoiding Both Grade Retention and Social Promotion. She indicates 

that retained students usually give up on themselves which is in part why do worse than 

their peers who have been promoted to the next grade level. Darling-Hammond (1998) 

also believes that even though retention has negative effects on students, social 

promotion should not be considered as an alternative because it is not a better choice. To 

combat the issue of retention versus social promotion, Darling-Hammond offers four 

strategies that schools can utilize. The first strategy is to enhance professional 

development so that teachers have the knowledge and skill set to teach a wider range of 

students. "Teachers need deep understanding of subject matter, students' diverse 

approaches to learning, and multiple teaching strategies if they are to enable students to 

succeed" (Darling-Hammond, 1998, p. 50). Secondly, Darling-Hammond suggests 

redesigning schools so that they foster and support a more intensive learning 

environment. Next, targeted services and supports should be in place for students who 

may need them. These services must be readily and routinely available to students at all 

times. Finally, Darling-Hammond purports using classroom assessments that better 

inform teaching, such as performance tasks. 
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Thompson and Cunningham (2000) indicate that neither retention nor social 

promotion is beneficial to students and they suggest alternatives to both processes. Social 

promotion is a hidden problem in school districts. Currently, virtually no statistics are 

kept on social promotion, in part because few districts explicitly embrace or admit to the 

practice (p. 2). Thompson and Cunningham's argument is that social promotion has 

negative effects on students. 

Critics of social promotion argue that it frustrates promoted students because they 

can't do the work, sends the message that students do not have to work hard to get 

by, forces teachers to deal with underprepared students, gives parents a false sense 

of student progress, leads employers to conclude that diplomas are meaningless, 

and dumps poorly educated students into a society where they cannot perform 

(pp. 2-3). 

Thompson and Cunningham (2000) also view retention negatively. They cite the research 

of how retained students are not successful in the long run. The likelihood that students 

will drop out of school increases when they are retained, regardless of the grade in which 

they are retained (p. 4). In order to help remedy the retention and social promotion issues, 

the researchers suggest the elimination of gateway exams in the primary grades, 

monitoring at- risk students, using multiple assessments and special assistance during and 

after the year a student has been retained, (p. 5) 

Parker (2001) highlights the research on social promotion and retention and offers 

an alternative to such practices. Parker informs us that minority, English language 

learners, students with special needs, and impoverished students are most likely retained. 

Parker informs us that the percentage of students who drop out of school increases as 
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they are retained. If students are retained more than once, their probability of dropping 

out of school increases even more. 

Parker (2001) indicates that retention is not the solution to social promotion or 

educational inequities. Parker suggests using strategic schooling. The researcher suggests 

educators target both students and content. Students who should be targeted are those 

who are struggling, at-risk or retention, or have been retained. The targeted content is 

based on the standards that students have yet to master. Strategic schooling also involves 

providing feedback to students and parents regularly that is based on assessment results. 

Parker suggests giving targeted students regular assessments. Finally, Parker suggests 

educators use research-based strategies, activities, and materials aligned with the 

standards. The goal of strategic schooling is prevention. 

Ezarik (2003) discussed how neither social promotion, nor grade retention 

is an appropriate solution for students who are not meeting the standards. Ezarik 

reiterated five alternative strategies that were would help decrease social 

promotion and retention. Ezarik proposed the government get involved to establish 

and implement policies that would end social promotion. She suggested using 

more than a single assessment to determine if students have learned. Ezarik (2003) 

suggested additional opportunities for students at-risk for retention outside of 

regular class instructional time, as well as additional support within class time. 

Finally, she recommended teachers and administrators receive additional support 

to aid in supporting students at-risk for retention. 

Picklo and Christenson (2005) investigated alternatives to retention and 

social promotion. The purpose of this study was to determine whether differences 
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exist in the availability of instructional options for struggling students and students 

who did not pass state-required tests as a function of retention practices, awards 

and sanctions, and school level. The researchers also found that social promotion 

was not any better than retention because it frustrates the students, sends the 

message that they can get by without hard work, forces teachers to deal with 

underprepared students, gives parents a false sense of their child's progress, and 

makes diplomas seem meaningless to employers (p. 259). To provide alternatives 

to retention and social promotion, there has been a focus on instructional options. 

Picklo and Christenson focused on alternatives to retention and social promotion 

through the availability and usage of methods of instruction. This study examined 

the frequency with which instructional alternatives for struggling or failing 

students were implemented. The research questions addressed were as follows: 

1. Are there differences in the availability of instructional options between 

schools that retain students and those that promote students? 

2. Are there differences in the availability of instructional options between 

schools that receive awards or sanctions based on students' test performance 

and those that do not? 

3. Are there differences in the availability of instructional options between 

elementary schools and middle schools or junior high schools? (p. 261) 

The participants consisted of 242 teachers and school psychologists from 99 elementary 

and middle or junior high schools across 19 states that require exit exams. Data collection 

was in the form of a survey that addressed the availability of 16 instructional options. 

Picklo and Christenson derived the list of instructional options from a review of 
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literature. The instructional options were inclusive of cooperative learning strategies, 

group work, one-to-one tutoring, smaller class sizes, multi-age grouping, flexible 

scheduling, use of curriculum-based management to make instructional changes, within-

class ability grouping, small group instruction, looping, intensive remedial help, 

homework programs, coordinated home-school interventions, instructional consultation, 

peer-assisted learning strategies, and instructional support from paraprofessionals or 

volunteers. The participants had to rate the usage of the instructional options for 

struggling students and for students who did not pass the required tests. Picklo and 

Christenson (2005) found cooperative learning strategies and group work to be used with 

high frequency regardless of school characteristics, possibly because additional school 

personnel were not needed to implement these instructional options. There were not any 

significant differences in the availability of instructional options between schools that 

received awards and sanctions versus those that did not. The results indicated that 

elementary schools implemented more of a variety of instructional options and with 

greater frequency than middle or junior high schools. Also, the researchers found that 

instructional options were not being used consistently with struggling students. Picklo 

and Christenson added to the body of knowledge in reference to retention and social 

promotion because they reiterated the ineffectiveness of retention and social promotion; 

then they examined the usage and availability of instructional options for struggling 

students. 

Jimerson, Pletcher, Graydon, Schnurr, Nickerson, and Kundert (2006) conducted 

research to determine the demographics of retained students, effects of retention on 

academic and socio-emotional outcomes, long-term outcomes associated with retention, 
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students' perspectives regarding retention, method to enhance understanding, and 

effective intervention strategies (p. 85). Jimerson et al. indicated that retained students 

often have lower achievement, negative behaviors, are disproportionately Black and/or 

Hispanic, are males, and have poor attendance in relation to non-retained students 

(Jimerson et al., 2006, p. 87). The researchers indicated that grade retention was stressful 

to the students and caused an increase in dropout rates. Jimerson et al. suggest 

alternatives to retention. The alternatives include "preschool programs, comprehensive 

school-wide programs, summer school and after school programs, looping and multi-age 

classrooms, school-based mental health programs, parent involvement, early reading 

programs, effective instructional strategies and assessment, and behavior/cognitive 

behavior modification" (p. 90). These strategies are useful in meeting the needs of 

students, which in turn will lead to student success. 

Middle School Philosophy 

Historically, middle level education began with the junior high school movement, 

which was from 1910-1925. Gruhn and Douglass proposed the six functions of junior 

high school in 1947, which were integration, exploration, guidance, differentiation, 

socialization, and articulation (NMSA, 2010, p. 63). In the 1960s, the idea of middle 

school came about. In 1973, the National Middle School Association (NMSA) was 

organized. The organization focused on the education of adolescents ages 10-15 (p. 63). 

To help explain the concept of a middle school and the philosophy behind it, NMSA 

decided to publish This We Believe in 1982. This We Believe explained the middle school 

philosophy and has been updated and republished in 1995, 2003, and 2010. 
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The National Middle School Association (NMSA) developed the middle school 

philosophy to help middle schools properly educate 10-15 year olds. NMSA believes that 

an education for young adolescents must be developmentally responsive, challenging, 

empowering, and equitable (NMSA, 2010, p. 13). To achieve this type of education, 

NMSA believes 16 specific characteristics should be implemented. These characteristics 

stemmed from curriculum, instruction, and assessment, leadership and organization, and 

culture and community. NMSA believes that by implementing these 16 characteristics, 

middle school students will be provided with the type of education that is best suited for 

their developmental needs. 

Many of the alternatives for social promotion and retention that researchers have 

suggested are related to NMSA's (2010) ^characteristics of successful middle schools. 

Enhancing professional development to ensure that teachers have deep content 

knowledge, having the skill set to teach a variety of students, using research-based 

strategies, using effective assessment strategies, and collaboration with students is related 

to the characteristic that states "educators value young adolescents and are prepared to 

teach them. The researchers suggested using classroom assessment that informs 

teaching, using authentic assessment, and effective assessment strategies. Using varied 

assessments is one of the 16 characteristics. Researchers suggested providing targeted 

services and supports for students, special assistance to retained students, school-based 

mental health programs, additional opportunities for at-risk students during and after 

school, and homework programs. Each of these extra support systems is related to the 

characteristic that indicates educators should provide guidance services, as well as health 

and wellness services, to students. The alternatives to retention and social promotion also 
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encouraged collaboration amongst educators. NMSA suggest leaders demonstrate 

courage and collaboration amongst all members of the school community. Many of the 

alternatives to retention and social promotion were related to using multiple learning and 

teaching approaches. Examples included flexible grouping, small group instruction, 

ability grouping, cooperative learning, and group work. Family involvement was another 

characteristic of successful middle schools and was suggested as an alternative to 

retention and social promotion. 

Musoleno and White (2010) explored the effects of high-stakes testing and 

accountability on the fundamental practices associated with the middle school 

philosophy. The purpose of this study was to determine if there have been changes to 

operational and philosophical practices in Pennsylvania middle schools as a result of 

mandatory high-stakes testing. An online survey that focused on grouping for instruction, 

developmentally appropriate instructional practices, interdisciplinary and integrated 

curriculum, interdisciplinary teaming and planning and inclusion of an activity period for 

interest-based clubs and advising was used to gather information. The survey was sent via 

email to the members of the Pennsylvania Middle School Association (approximately 

4,000 individuals) and attendees of the annual Lehigh University Middle Level 

Conference (approximately 150 individuals). Respondents included 148 people who 

completed the entire survey and 214 who completed specific sections of the survey. Of 

the 148 respondents who completed the survey in its entirety, 103 were teachers, 41 

administrators, three counselors, and one a psychologist. Musoleno and White found that 

grouping remained virtually the same before and after the implementation of NCLB, 

61.2% and 61.0% respectively for heterogeneous grouping and 38.8% and 39% 
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respectively for homogeneous grouping. Also, it was found that students who scored at or 

below the basic level in math and reading were pulled from regular instruction and 

special classes like art for remedial classes. Participants indicated that they spent more 

time using developmentally appropriate instructional strategies prior to NCLB than after. 

Participants reported using more teacher-directed instruction and drill and practice under 

NCLB. Participants indicated a shift in curriculum, being narrowed to focus on the test 

and on subjects that are tested, since the implementation of high-stakes testing. Overall, 

the findings of the survey indicated a shift from developmentally appropriate best 

practices for middle school students to test preparation. 

Differentiated Instruction 

Hoffman (2003) examined beliefs and practices of multiage teachers in the 

intermediate elementary grades. This study was a qualitative, modified multi-case study 

that took place in New Jersey. Three purposes were explored in this study: to provide 

detailed descriptions of how instruction takes place in the four multiage classrooms, 

record the four multiage teachers' thinking about teaching and learning, and to 

investigate how the four multiage teachers' beliefs translated to practice in their 

classrooms, and which practices were common. Hoffman conducted interviews and 

observations to collect data. The study addressed the following questions: 

1. What are the teachers' beliefs about learning and teaching? 

2. Did their beliefs lead to a role in the implementation of the multiage program 

in their school/district? 
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3. What are the instructional and organizational practices used by four multiage 

teachers and how do these practices reflect in their beliefs about learning and 

teaching? 

4. What practices and beliefs are common to these four multiage teachers? 

(Hoffman, 2003, p. 7) 

Purposeful sampling or criterion sampling was used to select the participants of 

this study. The participants consisted of two males and two females, all of who 

initiated multiage programs in their districts, were teaching grades three through 

five, and had at least six years of teaching experience. Each participant 

participated in a pre-observation interview, a videotaped classroom observation, 

and a post-observation interview. As a result, Hoffman found that the multiage 

teachers believed teachers should build relationships that allows them to know 

students' learning styles, be facilitators, practice flexible grouping, plan activities 

that can be differentiated, include choice and student interest, and finally, embrace 

student differences. The multiage teachers had four common teacher practices. 

They arranged their classrooms to facilitate heterogeneous grouping, encouraged 

student-directed learning, flexible grouping, differentiated instruction, and social 

collaboration, and they allowed students to make content more meaningful by 

giving them the flexibility of taking the concept in a different direction, (p. 10) 

Lawrence-Brown (2004) elaborated on how to use differentiated instruction in an 

effective manner that will support standards-based learning and will benefit the whole 

class. 
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Differentiated instruction is as important for students who find school easy as it is 

for those who find it difficult. All students benefit from the availability of a 

variety of methods and supports, and an appropriate balance of challenge and 

success, (p. 37) 

The researcher found that there are two main goals of differentiated instruction, 

which ensures that all students achieve grade level standards and to provide adapted 

curricula for students who need it (Lawrence-Brown, 2004, p. 36). Lawrence-Brown 

suggests several methods to assist all students in achieving grade level standards. She 

suggests using assistive technology, incorporating technology, personal assistance (i.e. 

peer tutoring), adding structure, and scaffolding assistance to increase independence. To 

adapt the curriculum for gifted and talented students' cooperative groups with 

individualized roles, opportunities for creative work, and independent studies should be 

used. To adapt the curriculum for students with severe disabilities, prioritized curriculum 

in which the teachers and students invest the most time in the most critical content could 

be utilized. Authentic instruction and community-based instruction are additional 

strategies used for differentiation that can be used for all students. Lawrence-Brown 

indicates that the teacher should evaluate the effectiveness of his/her efforts using 

classroom data. She also stresses that student needs vary from lesson to lesson; therefore, 

the same type of differentiation is not effective each time. 

Mastropieri, Scruggs, Norland, Berkeley, McDuffie, Tornquist, & Connors (2006) 

investigated the effects of using differentiated curriculum enhancement in inclusive 

middle school science on classroom and high stakes tests. The objectives of this study 

were to determine whether differentiated curriculum enhancements relevant to the study 
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of scientific methods could be developed for eighth grade inclusive classes, to implement 

these materials using a class wide peer-mediated format, to determine (in a randomized 

field trial) whether this intervention would improve classroom test scores and high-stakes 

testing; and to determine whether students enjoyed using the materials and improve their 

attitudes toward science learning. The researchers in this study selected 13 eighth-grade 

science classes that were matched to teachers and then randomly assigned to either the 

experimental group or control condition. A total of 213 students participated, of which 44 

were classified as having disabilities and 35 were classified as being English language 

learners; 109 were male and 104 were female. Forty-four percent were Caucasian, 27% 

Black, 17.4% Latino, 4.4% Asian, and 5.2% multiracial. Students' previous achievements 

were assessed on previously administered high-stakes tests. The control group condition 

consisted of teacher lectures, class notes, lab activities, and supplementary textbook 

materials (worksheets accompanying the textbook with fill-in-the-blank, matching, 

vocabulary, and short answer items). Also, teacher-led presentations included 

questioning, note taking using a projector, audio- and video recordings, and class 

activities. The experimental conditions consisted of the same teacher led aspects of 

instruction; but instead of supplemental worksheets, students worked in peer-assisted 

dyads were they completed the differentiated curriculum enhancements that were 

developed for the unit of instruction. The intervention was conducted over a 12-week 

period. The results indicated that the peer-assisted differentiated learning activities were 

effective on the post-test as well as the high stakes test. Mastropieri et al. (2004) also 

found that students did not report more favorable results of the instructional materials; 

however teachers felt that the materials were appropriate and helpful. 
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Prain and Waldrip (2006) completed a mixed methods long-term study in 

Australia in which they explored the effects of using multiple representations of science 

concepts to enhance science learning. In this study, multiple representation refers to the 

practice of re-representing the same concept through different forms, including verbal, 

graphic, and numerical modes, as well as repeated student exposures to the same concept. 

Multi-modal refers to the integration in science discourse of different modes to represent 

scientific reasoning and findings (p. 1844). These definitions of multiple and multi-modal 

fall into place with Martinez's ideas about encoding in multiple modes. This study was 

informed by cognitive science of the nature of learning. The aim of this study was to 

devise, trial, and evaluate teaching and learning strategies to improve students' learning 

of science in upper primary school (Grades four through six) in schools in regional 

Australia through a focus on multiple and multi-modal representations of science 

concepts (p. 1848). Prain and Waldrip found that various factors affected students' 

understanding of different modes. When students recognized relationships between the 

modes, they demonstrated greater conceptual understandings. Further implications 

indicated that teachers needed to be able to determine what the students' reactions to 

different modes reveal about their conceptual understanding and how to enable students 

to make connections across the various modes (p. 1864). 

Levy (2008) explained that in this time of standardization, educators could ensure 

that students meet or exceed the standards through differentiated instruction. 

"Differentiated instruction is a set of strategies that will help teachers meet each child 

where they are when they enter class and move them forward as far as possible on their 

educational path" (Levy, 2008, p. 162). Differentiated instruction occurs in content, 
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process, and product. These areas can be differentiated according to student readiness, 

strengths, needs, and learning styles. To determine where students are so that 

differentiation can occur appropriately, a pre-assessment needs to be administered. 

Formative assessments are used to check students' learning and understanding. They are 

also used to further depict differentiation. After teaching and differentiation, the teacher 

determines if students learned the content and skills taught by way of a summative 

assessment. When differentiating instruction, Levy indicated methods that could be used 

for grouping students. These grouping strategies included grouping by ability, learning 

styles, student interests, and heterogeneous grouping. Levy suggested using tiered lessons 

that differentiate according to content, process, product, or readiness, interests, and 

learning styles in order to keep the curriculum and standards, as well as the success of the 

students in mind. 

Demos and Foshay (2009) used a case study to plan differentiated instruction for 

a student with reading difficulties. The participant was a 10-year-old third grade boy. 

Various reading assessments such as the district reading assessment, teacher-created 

assessments, and teacher observations revealed that the student was performing below 

grade level in several reading skill areas. This led to the student being referred to the 

school's Child Study Team. As a result, the participant was identified for special 

education services, focusing in reading for dyslexia and comprehension. The researchers 

used the participant's school history, demographic information, and reasons for his 

referral, testing results, student interview data, parent interview data, and 

interviewer/tester's insights to gather information about the participant. This information 

was used to plan differentiated instruction for the participant. His instruction was based 
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on his interests, reading level, and various uses of assistive technology. As a result, the 

participant continued to progress slowly but surely. 

Assessment and Positive/Negative Consequences 

Garrison and Ehringhaus (2007) elaborated on the uses of formative and 

summative assessments in the classroom. The researchers informed the reader that 

formative and summative assessment should be balanced within a classroom in order to 

gather information about student learning. The researchers stated that "summative 

assessments are given periodically to determine at a particular point in time what students 

know and do not know, are used as part of the grading process, and are useful to evaluate 

the effectiveness of instruction or of a particular instructional program (p. 1). Garrison 

and Ehringhaus defined formative assessment as part of the instructional process (p. 1). 

Formative assessments are used to adjust instruction to the needs of the students. This 

type of assessment is used to ensure students are successful at achieving the desired 

outcomes. Formative assessments are not used for grading purposes. The researchers also 

indicate that students are involved in the process of formative assessment. Descriptive 

feedback is a component of formative assessment that helps students learn and improve 

learning. Garrison and Ehringhaus suggested criteria and goal setting, observations, 

questioning strategies, self and peer assessment, and student record keeping as 

instructional strategies that can be used in formative assessment. The researchers also 

indicated that models of effective middle school instruction had suggested these 

strategies. 

French (2003) discussed flaws associated with high-stakes testing. He suggested 

using authentic assessment to determine student success. French indicated the importance 
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of standards and how they can have a positive or negative effect on instruction in schools. 

"Standards form a tool [that] promote[s] high quality and instruction for all" (p. 2). 

Standards can be used to plan enriching activities that build upon the requirements of 

adolescent development. Teachers can plan rigorous activities that are relevant to 

students' lives. Students can demonstrate mastery of the standards through varied forms 

of authentic assessments such as portfolios, demonstrations, and exhibitions. French 

states that one measure alone cannot assess a student's knowledge in a fair and equitable 

way. The researcher points out that many extraneous factors can play a major role in how 

students perform on a high-stakes assessment, examples such as stress, distractions, time 

of day, amount of sleep, just to name a few. He also indicates that high-stakes tests have 

high error rates, poor reliability rates, and lead to an increase of grade retention and drop 

out rates, especially with Blacks and Hispanics. French also sums up how high-stakes 

testing is impacting the classroom. "The high-stakes testing movement impedes the drive 

toward creating more academically challenging courses of study for middle grades 

students and inhibits the creation of collaborative faculty teams engaged in discourse on 

improving instruction" (p. 6). The researcher calls high-stakes testing flawed because it 

does not promote equity and excellence in education. Instead of applying rigor, 

relevance, relationships, and resources (the four strengths that are the foundation of 

excellent middle schools) it focuses only on rigor. French suggests using authentic 

assessment as an alternative to high-stakes testing. Authentic assessment requires 

students to "demonstrate that they can do important work, and in which there are 

essential knowledge, skills, and habits of mind that students know and are able to 

articulate in multiple ways" (p. 10). In opposition, high-stakes testing is a single test 
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indicator that is usually multiple-choice and determines if a student progresses to the next 

grade level, pending their results. Authentic assessment can assess students' learning and 

understanding in multiple ways. Students exhibit the various levels of Bloom's taxonomy 

with authentic assessment. Authentic assessments can be informative to teachers, parents, 

students, and beyond. Authentic assessment encourages students to reflect on how to 

improve academically. 

Turner (2009) examined the current emphasis on educational accountability 

through standardized testing, investigated its underlying assumptions, and offered 

practical suggestions for ethical, appropriate high-stakes test preparation that can support 

meaningful learning and instruction in middle grades. Turner suggested five high stakes 

test preparation practices that are effective, especially in middle school. The first practice 

is teaching to the curriculum and integrating test content. Turner emphasized that this is 

not the same as teaching to the test. Teachers should teach the required curriculum using 

differentiation so that every child successfully learns what is expected of them. The 

second practice is integrating assessment approaches and item format into lessons. 

Students should be exposed to a variety of testing formats so that they will be able to 

apply these skills later on high-stakes tests. The third practice is reviewing test-taking 

strategies so that students are aware of how to take a standardized test. Practice number 

four is judicious timing of test preparation. Turner stated that test preparation should 

occur throughout the year during regularly scheduled instruction time versus cramming 

for the high-stakes test. Finally, practice five involved engaging student motivation. 

Middle school teachers must continue to do what they already do well-teach 

creatively, plan engaging lessons with differentiation and student diversity in 
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mind, and continue to offer young adolescents in middle schools a rich, 

exploratory, standards-based curriculum with many opportunities to use their 

knowledge in authentic contexts, (p. 5) 

Tiknaz and Sutton (2006) aimed to explore teachers' thinking about planning for 

formative assessment over a period of time. Tiknaz and Sutton addressed the following 

research questions: 

1. What criteria do geography teachers use to devise assessment tasks with specific 

reference to differentiation and progression? 

2. What is the relationship between the design and selection of interim assessment 

tasks and the use of feedback, feed forward, (target setting) and pupil self- and 

peer-assessment? 

3. How do teachers respond to the geography level descriptions in their planning for 

the use of interim assessment tasks? 

The researchers took a qualitative approach in this study. The researchers sought to 

understand teachers' views of formative assessment. Teacher and pupil interviews, as 

well as observations were used to complete this research study. All of the participants 

were mentors for the Post Graduate Certificate in Education (PGCE) in Geography at the 

University of Leicester, were interested in assessment, and were department heads. 

Tiknaz and Sutton (2006) found that teachers felt the most important criteria when 

designing and selecting assessment tasks were the use of differentiation to enable 

students to achieve at their highest levels of performance, progression so that students can 

build on their conceptual understanding and skills, and pupil enjoyment and motivation to 

reach their targets. Teachers were influenced by conceptualization of formative 
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assessment, national curriculum level descriptions, and their own professional craft 

knowledge when planning for their assessment practices. From the collected data, Tiknaz 

and Sutton concluded that the teachers viewed assessment tasks as mini summative 

assessments rather than formative assessments used to improve students' learning. The 

researchers also found that teachers used peer and self-assessment in a limited manner 

because they were not ready to relinquish part of their power with their students. 

Teachers made assessment criteria transparent to students, provided feedback and feed 

forward in association with written tasks, and differentiated assessment task formats. 

Teachers also utilized assessment checklists that were used for both formative and 

summative purposes. 

King (2008) views the No Child Left Behind Act of 2002 and high stakes 

assessment negatively. "It [NCLB] does, in fact, leave many children behind, especially 

those in urban, under-funded, and minority school districts, as well as students with 

special needs and limited English proficiency" (p. 1). King discusses how the effects of 

NCLB have been unfavorable for students. The devastating effects of NCLB include 

increasing dropout rates, narrowing of the curriculum to allow more time for test 

preparation, more memorization of basic facts, and less creativity in lessons. King 

elaborates on how school districts are trying to hide the rising dropout rates. He notes that 

since school districts are able to use their own formula for calculating their dropout rates, 

they are undercounting the number of students who are actually dropping out of school 

(p. 3). 

Stecher (2002) examined the consequences of high-stakes testing on the 

educational system. Stecher found that high-stakes testing affects students, teachers, 
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have a positive effect on students because they work hard to do well on high-stakes tests 

and they can determine their knowledge levels from the results of high-stakes tests. High-

stakes tests can be negative in nature because it can upset students and increase 

competitiveness amongst students, and cause students to take classroom assessments and 

grades for granted since the high-stakes tests are gatekeepers. 

In reference to teachers, high-stakes testing positively affects them because it 

helps them to focus their teaching to address the needs of the students, be more focused, 

and aligns with standards. In opposition, high-stakes testing stifles creativity because 

teachers narrow the curriculum, causes a focus on test preparation, and encourages 

cheating. High-stakes testing cause administrators to ensure they use quality programs, 

allocate resources wisely, and improve upon curriculum and instruction. Administrators 

also tend to focus more on test scores as opposed to learning and use more resources on 

tested subject areas instead of non-tested subjects. Policy makers used high-stakes testing 

to judge the effectiveness of educational policies, monitor school performance, and 

allocation of educational resources; however, high-stakes testing could provide 

misleading information, promote blaming the victims, and simplify the view of education 

and its goals (p. 86-87). The public has become increasingly aware of the negative effects 

of high-stakes testing. One noteworthy effect that Stecher mentions is an increase in the 

dropout rates. 

Ediger (2001) investigated assessment and high-stakes testing. The researcher 

addressed the following research question: What is the rationale back of high-stakes 
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testing and what are the weaknesses of this plan/policy? (p. 1) Ediger identifies ten 

weaknesses in high-stakes testing. 

1. One test should not determine a student's future. 

2. Hastily developed tests may measure little of what it purports to measure. 

3. Students should be able to take the test over again if necessary; otherwise, the 

dropout rate will be high from high school. 

4. There is a low correlation between the requirements of high-stakes exit tests 

with what is expected in the work place. 

5. Multiple kinds of assessments should be used versus only one exit test. 

6. Students are only taught what will be tested. 

7. Students are affected by the stress of the high-stakes test, i.e. anxiety, tension, 

and stress. 

8. Multiple-choice items do not reveal what a student has learned. 

9. One score does not indicate what a student has learned. 

10. Other forms of achievement along with the high-stakes test should be used to 

indicate student success. (Ediger, 2001, pp. 2-3) 

Ediger suggests policy makers remedy the above listed weaknesses in order to improve 

high-stakes testing. 

Darling-Hammond (2010) indicates that assessment can be used to support 

high quality learning if done appropriately. She clearly indicated that a common set of 

standards should be taught in depth, not breadth. Darling-Hammond also indicated that 

assessments should be authentic. Teachers should be involved in the assessment process 
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and the results should be used for re-teaching. Darling-Hammond revealed several key 

themes in her analysis of common elements of effective assessment systems: 

1. The student assessment process is guided by common standards. 

2. There is a balance of assessment measures that includes performance 

tasks. 

3. Teachers are integrally involved in the development of curriculum and 

assessments, and scoring of assessments. 

4. Assessment measures are structured to continuously improve teaching and 

learning. 

5. Assessment and accountability systems are designed to improve the 

quality of learning and schooling. 

6. Assessment and accountability systems use multiple measures to evaluate 

students and schools. 

7. New technologies enable greater assessment quality and information 

systems that support accountability. (Darling-Hammond, 2010, p. 5) 

Darling-Hammond indicates that assessment should and can be used to enhance 

instruction, not just measure it. 

School Culture 

Fishman (1996) observed classes at several schools and expected to find major 

differences in their school cultures. What she actually found was that the cultures were 

very similar. When she ignored the schools' locations, the way the schools looked, and 

the students' dress, she found that her observations mirrored one another at the different 

schools. The cultures seemed to favor correct answers, humility, and conformity. 
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Fishman indicated that American beliefs are pluralistic; thus, they conflict with one 

another. Examples of American beliefs are truth is unchanging, there are right and wrong 

answers to every question, and do not waste time because it is valuable (p. 368). The 

researcher deemed that school culture and American culture conflict; therefore, teachers 

should be mindful of this in the classroom, so as not to repeat history. 

Singer (2001) created a culture in his school that went from social promotion to 

serious learning. First Singer developed a school culture that agreed to end social 

promotion of their students. The educators then determined the core knowledge necessary 

at each grade level and shared it with teachers of the following grade levels. A 

community of educators developed a flexible summer program for students who did not 

meet the curriculum standards. Additionally, Singer and colleagues added a support 

program for students falling behind. Discipline was tied to the students' ability to in the 

program. If the students accumulated three discipline referrals, they were dismissed from 

the program and sent back to their failed grade level (p. 14). Finally, an after school 

component was added for students who were not successful on in-class units. Singer was 

able to accomplish this culture because he had support from the teachers, staff, students 

and community. All participants were on one accord to ensure student success and end 

social promotion. The transition to a more supportive culture of students did not happen 

immediately but had been ongoing for six years. Each year, our School Improvement 

Team and Site Advisory Council members review our successes and our failures. It is our 

goal to continue to look for ways to support the students in our community" (Singer, 

2001, p. 14). Thus Singer and the community are constantly looking for ways to continue 

to improve their support of students so that they can continue to obtain positive results. 
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Virtue (2009) discusses the importance of fostering an appropriate school culture 

especially in times of educational cutbacks. Virtue informs the reader that school culture 

should promote high expectations for all learners. He states that school cultures "are 

grounded in trusting, respectful relationships, and such relationships make these schools 

places where teachers want to teach" (p. 5). Thus, having this type of school culture 

retains teachers. Virtue also states that the school culture should be one that is caring and 

connected. Virtue indicates that all of these things are possible without any additional 

costs in this struggling economy. 

Shulkind and Foote (2009) investigated how advisory programs create a culture of 

connectedness in middle schools. This article defines the qualities of advisory programs 

and advisors that foster connectedness based on research at three diverse middle schools 

with successful advisory programs that can serve as models for other schools (Shulkind 

& Foote, 2009, p. 21). 

To collect data, the researchers administered questionnaires to every advisor and 

student, interviewed the advisors and their advisories, observed their advisories, and 

conducted focus groups with their student advisees (p. 21). From this data collection, 

Shulkind and Foote identified seven characteristics that are distinctive of advisors and 

advisory programs that demonstrate connectedness. The seven characteristics were open 

communication, caring, academic supervision, problem solving, community of learners, 

improvement in academics, and enthusiastic for each other. Shulkind and Foote conclude 

with the following: 

Advisory programs offer the structure to meet students' developmental needs, 

because it is the one place in school where students are intimately known as a 
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'whole child'. Advisory programs have the potential to ensure that every child has 

a meaningful relationship with an adult and belongs to a community of peers. 

These elements of connectedness have the potential to improve academic 

achievement and the overall school experience for middle grades students (p. 24). 

Shulkind and Foote's research indicate that they believe in the middle school philosophy, 

by demonstrating an understanding of how middle school students learn best. 

Vang (2006) discussed how minority parents should know more about school 

culture and its impact on their children's education. Vang elaborated on how the school's 

culture inhibits the progress of limited English proficient (LEP) students. He states that 

the school's culture is hegemonic and institutes a hidden curriculum. Parents of minority 

students usually hold teachers and good grades in high regard. Vang (2006) declares that 

good grades do not always indicate the success rate of students. 

Parents should keep in mind that academic grades must reflect the quality of 

education that their children received; otherwise, receiving good grades is part of 

the covert social promotion used by schools that will inhibit minority students' 

academic potential in the future (p. 20). 

Vang discusses how minority children are not taught the same curriculum as their 

other classmates, as they are not expected to pass the state assessments. In some 

situations, minority students are not allowed to take the state mandated exams in order to 

ensure that the school's status remains high. Vang states parents should be more involved 

in understanding the school's culture and expectations so that they ensure their children 

are getting the same curriculum and are held to the same high expectations as the 

remainder of their peers. Instead, many parents entrust their children's success in the 
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school and when their children are not successful, the child is blamed. This is especially 

true when students come from elementary as honor roll students and go to middle school 

and fail. This is a result of the hidden curriculum and school culture allowing the social 

promotion of minority students. Ultimately, this leads to the students being unsuccessful 

in the future, either by dropping out or not being accepted into college. 

Mahar (2001) used a narrative, qualitative study to observe two seventh grade 

students who were marginalized by the academic and social aspects of school (p. 200). 

Mahar addressed the following questions to guide the narrative study: 

Research question: What role does adolescent literacy have in a middle school 

classroom, and how is this role affected by the teacher's authoritative voice? 

Sub-questions: 

1. What happens when marginalized students with a strong personal 

commitment to writing are asked to engage in a teacher-directed discourse? 

2. How will students view their personal literacies if they become part of the 

classroom discourse? 

3. Does a student's personal literacy have as much validity for the student as a 

teacher-directed assignment if the outcome measures the same 

growth/knowledge? 

4. What aspects of school discourse and curricula are essential for students to 

integrate so that they will not be marginalized members of mainstream 

society? (p. 201) 

The data collection in this study consisted of the researcher journaling, taking 

notes, collecting student artifacts (academic journals, reading logs, personal journals, and 
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artwork), student interviews, discussions with parents, checking prior academic records, 

discussions with counselors and sixth grade teachers, and discussions with the students' 

peers to clarify "folk terms" (Mahar, 2001, p. 202). To analyze the data, Mahar used 

narrative interpretation of in class and out of class experiences of two specific students, 

Mark and Scott. Mahar found that "for Mark and Scott, becoming literate was not just a 

matter of academic success. Each young man needed to become literate in the adolescent 

social codes of behavior, as well as socially appropriate modes of self-expression, before 

the classroom could become a comfortable place to experiment with personal literacies 

and power.. .the literacies they [students] bring to school will have a definite impact on 

how students respond to teachers and other students" (p. 207-208). Mahar implicates that 

teachers have to become aware of their students' diverse cultures and language in order to 

understand and appreciate adolescent literacy. 

This literature review has surveyed the information available to better help frame 

how the researcher understands middle school educators' attitudes about social promotion 

and the source of these attitudes. The historical aspects of retention, social promotion and 

the middle school philosophy were examined. Retention, social promotion, and the 

middle school philosophy were also examined present day. Differentiation, assessment, 

and school culture were analyzed as well. 

Generally, it was determined that social promotion and retention are not beneficial 

to students. Many students who are retained or socially promoted are minorities and are 

more apt to drop out of high school. Assessment is useful when it is used to inform 

teaching. The results of assessment could be used to differentiate instruction to ensure 

student success. One single indicator should not be used to determine if students have 
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mastered or learned content. The middle school philosophy encourages the use of 

multiple measures and multiple methods of instructing students. A positive school culture 

that encourages students' success by having high expectations for everyone is important 

for achievement. 

The next chapter will focus on the methods that were used to carry out this study. 

The research was a qualitative study in the form of a case study. The purpose of this 

study was to advocate for teachers and inform current practice in a school setting that 

practices social promotion. The researcher wanted to empower educators by allowing 

others to hear their voices via this case study. Teachers are confronted with students who 

have been retained or socially promoted daily. The hope is that others will take into 

account educators' attitudes about social promotion and use it to make changes in 

educational practice. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

In the previous section, the literature in reference to social promotion and middle 

school was reviewed. The literature review has shown how previous research has 

informed the discussion of social promotion, retention, and school culture. To enlighten 

the reader, the researcher focused the literature review on historical perspectives of 

minority education, middle school philosophy, differentiated instruction, and assessment. 

The historical perspectives portion focused on how African American children have been 

educated in the past. The social promotion and retention section focused on research and 

results of using these practices. The middle school philosophy part of the literature 

review focuses on what research says works for educating middle school students and to 

identify why the middle school years is the time to address the issue of social promotion. 

Differentiated instruction was included in the literature review because it is a strategy that 

is utilized by educators to ensure that all students learn. Finally, assessment was included 

because accountability plays a major role in the decision process of social promotion; 

also, formative and summative assessments are useful in curtailing the social promotion 

of students. 
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The researcher views social promotion and retention in a negative manner. The 

researcher assumes that educators will also view social promotion and retention as 

negative processes as well. The researcher used a qualitative case study to determine how 

educators in an urban middle school handle working with minority students in a social 

promotion environment, and if This We Believe (2010) middle school characteristics are 

used in the remediation process. Also, the attitudes of school educators, such as teachers, 

counselors, and administrators were examined. The researcher thinks it is important to 

determine how the middle school philosophy plays a role in determining if students who 

are more than three grade levels behind will be socially promoted or retained because 

most of the research from the literature review indicates retention and social promotion 

are not beneficial to students. Also, the researcher found it important to determine if there 

was a link between school culture and educators' attitudes toward social promotion. 

Rationale 

A qualitative research design was selected for this study so that the researcher 

could gain insight about social promotion from the educators who are heavily involved in 

working with those students who are socially promoted. The researcher conducted a case 

study of middle school educators who work in W. N. Hope Middle School, an urban 

school in a district that has a culture of social promotion. "Case study research involves 

the study of an issue explored through one or more cases within a bounded system" 

(Creswell, 2007, p. 73). Specifically, this study is an instrumental case study. 

In this study, the researcher was concerned with how middle school teachers work 

with minority students in a social promotion environment. Creswell suggests several 

procedures for conducting a case study, those of which will be employed in this study. 
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When conducting qualitative studies, researchers choose between a narrative, 

phenomenological, grounded theory, ethnography, or case studies. If a case study is most 

suitable, then the researcher must identify the cases, decide the type of case study to be 

conducted, collect detailed data, and analyze the data using themes (p. 74-75). In this case 

study, the researcher utilized interviews, artifacts, and research. The data was read for 

emergent themes in relation to the 16 middle school characteristics outlined by This We 

Believe (2010). This information was used to gain perspectives on how educators 

remediate minority students who have been socially promoted and their attitudes toward 

social promotion. 

Research Questions 

The research question that was addressed is as follows: How do teachers, 

counselors, and administrators remediate in a social promotion environment? The 

following sub-questions will be addressed: 

1. Which middle school characteristics (TWB, 2010) are used to remediate social 

promotion? 

2. What are teachers', counselors', and administrators' attitudes toward social 

promotion/social promotion students? 

To conduct the research, one-on-one interviews and artifacts such as social promotion 

data, assessment data, and school records were collected and analyzed. Multiple forms of 

data were used so that a deeper understanding can be gained from the case study (p. 143). 

The one-on-one interviews were audio taped and coded for trends and themes. Artifacts 

were collected to further support the data collected from the interviews. 
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Researcher's Biases 

The researcher has biases in reference to social promotion of minority students in 

middle school. The researcher is biased because she believes that both social promotion 

and retention are practices that have negative consequences for students. She believes 

that educators do not speak out about the practice of social promotion because they either 

don't care or are afraid their jobs may be placed in jeopardy. The researcher also believes 

that school culture plays a role in the attitudes of school personnel in reference to social 

promotion. The researcher believes this research study will give educators a voice and 

inform educational practice. Teachers work with students daily and know firsthand how 

social promotion affects education. Many opinions about education and educational 

decisions do not involve teachers because they are at the bottom of the educational 

hierarchy. Since teachers do not have as much power in education as politicians or 

administrators (Spring, 2005, p. 97), the researcher is interested in determining teachers', 

a counselor's, and administrator's approaches when working with socially promoted 

minority students. The researcher also wants to determine if there is a correlation between 

school culture and the school personnel's attitudes about social promotion. Knowing their 

actual views about social promotion can help the researcher advocate on their behalf. The 

results of this study can be used to help inform policy from educators' perspectives and 

inform educational practices in middle school. Since educators have a history of not 

informing policy, future researchers can obtain educators' perspectives on various topics 

by completing research studies such as this. The results of the studies can be used to 

advocate and strengthen the educators' voices. Then, educators will have an opportunity 
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to inform educational policies and make learning better for students without the fear of 

losing their jobs. 

Description of Sample 

Convenient and purposeful sampling was used to choose the participants in the 

study. The sample was convenient because the researcher was able to access and easily 

collect data (Creswell, 2007, p. 126). "Purposeful sampling will allow the researcher to 

intentionally sample a group that can best inform the researcher about the research 

problem under examination" (p. 118). The participants in this study included one fifth, 

sixth, seventh, and eighth grade teacher, one counselor, and one administrator. These 

participants were chosen because they were a convenient sample, and were relevant to the 

study because they could be informative on the topic of social promotion, as well as 

worked with students who were socially promoted. All of these participants work in W. 

N. Hope Middle School, except for the elementary school teacher. 

Research Site 

This study took place in an urban middle school, W. N. Hope Middle School, 

located in the southeastern United States. This school is 87% Black, 12% Hispanic, <1% 

Asian/Pacific Highlander, and <1% Caucasian. Ninety six percent of the school is 

economically disadvantaged, twelve percent of the students have disabilities, and three 

percent of the students are limited English proficient. One reason this location was 

chosen is because it is accessible to the researcher. The researcher has an invested interest 

in this school because she has history with this location and the students in this middle 

school. Also, more importantly, social promotion has been practiced at this location. 
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One-on-one interviews and artifacts that include school assessment data and 

school records were used to collect the data in this study. To increase validity, member 

checking, re-reading of data and triangulation were utilized. Triangulation is using 

evidence from various data sources to support and highlight a perception or viewpoint. 

Member checking involves having the participants in a study review the researcher's 

interpretations of data analyses to evaluate accurateness (Creswell, 2007, p. 208). The 

researcher conducted in-depth one-on-one interviews with the participants, in which the 

interviewees were asked twenty questions related to the 16 characteristics of the middle 

school philosophy. 

Procedure 

The researcher conducted a 20-question one-on-one interview with the 

participants. An interview protocol was used when interviewing the participants. An 

interview protocol was used because it was an organized method of collecting data during 

the interviews. The researcher also audio taped the interviews to prevent bias when 

transcribing the responses. The researcher conducted 20-question interviews of the 

participants. The interview questions are as follows: 

1. What is your purpose for teaching middle school and how were you prepared to 

teach middle school? 

2. What types of activities do you implement in your class? 

3. Being that the curriculum is handed down from the state, what have you done to 

make it more challenging, investigative, interdisciplinary, and significant to 

students' lives? 

4. How do you identify and address the various learning styles of your students? 
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5. What is your idea of a quality assessment? 

6. What types of assessment do you utilize in class and why? 

7. What is an example of an assessment you have used and what did you do with 

the results? 

8. Do you prefer to teach 6th, 7th, or 8th grade? Why? 

9. Do you have a future commitment to middle school? If so, explain. 

10. What practice in your class works best for your students? 

11. What is your educational background? 

12. Do you plan on continuing your education? 

13. How do you continue to recertify yourself? 

14. What is your view of socially promoted students? 

15. Do you teach socially promoted students in a different way than students who 

have not been socially promoted? 

16. Do you do background research on your socially promoted students; for 

example, where they came from and why they are there? 

17. In what ways do you think socially promoted students are supported? 

18. Do the socially promoted students have a mentor? If not, would you mentor 

them? 

19. Is tutoring provided for the socially promoted students and if so, by whom? 

20. In what ways do you assist socially promoted students? 

Data Analysis 

The data was examined for trends, comparisons, and commonalities (Creswell, 

2007). This data was categorized into themes in order to obtain an understanding of how 



educators are remediating minority students who have been socially promoted and 

educators' attitudes towards social promotion. All interview data was transcribed and 

coded for common themes among the interviewees. The researcher looked for 

connections in the data that provided a holistic view of the study (Maxwell, 2005, p. 98). 

Artifacts such as assessment data and school records were collected and analyzed. To 

ensure anonymity in this case study, aliases were assigned to each of the participants. 

Table 2 provides teaching background for each participant in the study. 

Table 2 

Participants Teaching Background 

Name Grade and Race Years of Participated Certification 
(pseudonym) Subject Teaching 

Experience 
in Social 
Promotion 
Decisions 

Reggie 6th; Reading, Black 6 Yes T-6 
Milton Science and 

Math 
Marcus Ellis 7th; Reading 

and Math 
Black 3 No T-4 

Valerie Mills 8th; Reading 
and ELA 

Black 12.5 Yes T-6 

Nicholas Counselor; 1st Black 1; (counseling: Yes L-7 
Smith grade 

previously 
17) 

Casey 5th grade Black 6 Yes T-6 
Daniels Math 
Tiffany Administrator Black 5; Yes T-6 
Stevens (administration: 

1) 
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The Georgia Criterion Referenced Competency Test (GCRCT) data has been collected 

for each subject in grades sixth, seventh, and eighth. The data is provided in Table 2. 

Table 3 outlines the data collection process over a course of nine weeks. 

Table 3 

18 Week Data Collection Process 

Week Interviews School Data 
1 Interview 1 Collect 
2 Transcribe interview 1/Member checking Analyze 
3 Interview 2 Collect 
4 Transcribe interview 2/Member checking Analyze 
5 Interview 3 Collect 
6 Transcribe interview 3/Member checking Analyze 
7 Interview 4 Collect 
8 Transcribe interview 4/Member checking Analyze 
9 Interview 5 Collect 
10 Transcribe interview 5/Member checking Analyze 
11 Interview 6 Collect 
12 Transcribe interview 6/Member checking Analyze 
13 Researcher Codes transcriptions according to TWB Place in table 

(2010) characteristics 
14 Researcher Codes transcriptions according to TWB Place in table 

(2010) characteristics 
15 Outside source will read data for themes associate n/a 

with TWB (2010) 
16 Outside source will read data for themes associate n/a 

with TWB (2010) 
17 Researcher will compare her data transcription and n/a 

themes with the outside source's themes. 
18 Finalization of Data Analysis 

Validity Threats 

"Validity, as a component of your research design, consists of strategies [the 

researcher] use to identify and try to rule out threats" (Maxwell, 2005, p. 106). 

Researcher bias is a potential threat. To counter this threat, the researcher identified her 
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biases in relation to the study. The researcher's bias is that social promotion negatively 

impacts the classroom. Retention is not any better than social promotion and changes 

should be made in education to address this issue. Another validity threat is a lack of 

data. The researcher provided as much data as possible to support the findings of the 

study. 

Misinterpreting data is another threat to validity that occurs in research studies. 

To counteract this error, the researcher used "respondent validation" (Maxwell, 2005, p. 

Ill), also known as "member checking" (Creswell, 2007, p. 208). Respondent 

validation/member checking is when the researcher allows the participants to review the 

data collected and its interpretations to ensure it accurately represents the participant's 

point of view. 

Finally, triangulation of data was used to prevent any threats to validity and 

prevent bias. Creswell describes triangulation as "using various sources of information 

and methods of data collection to justify the findings of the study" (p. 208). The 

researcher took these necessary precautions to validate her study on educators' attitudes 

toward the social promotion of minority students. 

In summary, by using qualitative research methods to study social promotion in 

middle school, the researcher intended to learn middle school educators' attitudes toward 

social promotion and if school culture correlates with their attitudes. The findings of this 

study will be used to help inform teaching practices in the middle school arena because 

educators can feel free to share their perspectives on the topic of social promotion 

without the fear of losing their jobs. By publishing this study, the researcher will help to 

advocate for educators. The educators' voices will be heard and can be used to inform 
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educational policy. The next chapter will be used to report the findings and results from 

this study. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS OF DATA ANALYSIS 

This qualitative study intended to decipher how one urban middle school 

approaches the practice of socially promoting minority students. This particular middle 

school, W. N. Hope Middle School, is located in the southeastern portion of the United 

States. Historically, W. N. Hope Middle School has been successful in the areas of 

reading and language arts on the Criterion Referenced Competency Test (CRCT) but has 

had struggles in the areas of math, science, and social studies. Ninety-six percent of the 

student population in W. N. Hope Middle School is Black, three percent is Hispanic, and 

97% of the students are on free or reduced lunch. W. N. Hope Middle School is a Title I 

school. Title I schools receive federal funding to help support high percentages of 

students with a low socioeconomic households. The teachers are highly qualified and are 

aware of social promotion occurring at W. N. Hope Middle School. 

The issue that this study investigated was how one urban middle school 

addressed the social promotion of minority students. The process of social promotion is 

affecting a large number of students, many of whom are minorities or socio-economically 

disadvantaged. Research indicates as students continue to be socially promoted, progress 

is limited. Thus many times social promotion takes place early in a student's academic 
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career and its results perpetuate as a student increases in age and moves from one grade 

to another because they are not getting the extra remediation that is needed. 

This chapter will provide the results of this study. The interview data was 

summarized for each participant and embedded with specific quotes from the interview 

protocol. The results were also categorized into themes based on the participants' 

responses in order to better understand how W. N. Hope Middle School handles the 

process of social promotion. 

Research Questions 

This study sought to answer the following research question: How do teachers, 

counselors, administrators remediate in a social promotion environment? The following 

sub-questions were also addressed: 

1. Which middle school characteristics (TWB, 2010) are used to remediate social 

promotion? 

2. What are teachers', counselors', and administrators' attitudes toward social 

promotion/social promotion students? 

Conducting one-on-one interviews and analyzing school data such as assessment scores 

and social promotion trends addressed these questions. 

Data Collection 

To conduct this case study, interviews of six individuals within an urban middle 

school with a culture of social promotion were conducted. The purpose of this chapter is 

to provide a data analysis of the results of the six interview results. The researcher 

interviewed one administrator, one counselor, and four classroom teachers. There were 

twenty open-ended questions in the interview protocol. The questions were related to the 
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^characteristics of the middle school philosophy (TWB, 2010). Some questions led to 

other questions for further clarification and an in-depth understanding of the participants' 

responses and points of view. The data for this study were collected via face-to-face 

audio-recorded interviews. The interviewees' responses were read and analyzed for 

themes in order to gain a deeper understanding and to make connections as to how social 

promotion is addressed at W. N. Hope Middle School and why it is addressed in such a 

manner. Triangulation, member checking, and re-reading of data occurred to ensure 

validity of data. 

Participants' Responses 

Tiffany Stevens 

Tiffany is an administrator who previously taught reading and language arts. 

Tiffany has five years of teaching experience and one year of administration experience 

in which she coordinates and facilitates the school's reading program, plans and executes 

professional development for teachers, assists teachers in planning effective lessons for 

reading and language arts, observes teachers and provides feedback through coaching. 

She has a T-6 level of education certification. Tiffany states, "I feel like my calling was 

middle school because I'm able to relate to the students, I love the age range, and they 

love you one day, hate you the next." She was prepared to teach middle school in her 

undergraduate program through extensive student teaching. She indicated that in the 

following quote: 

I feel like I was prepared to teach middle school because during my undergrad 

program.. .during my junior year we were in the classroom each week for an hour 

and we did mini lessons, most of the lessons were character education. And then 
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my senior year in undergrad, I was in the school the entire time from pre-planning 

to post planning. I feel like that prepared me and plus my mentor teacher was in a 

car accident so I had to take actually take over the class from where she left off. 

So 1 really got more experience than I was supposed to get because of the fact that 

she wasn't there and it ended up with two teachers watching us at the same time, 

sometimes I was in there with her and sometimes I was by myself. I feel like that 

fully prepared me for what I expected here at the school where I am now. 

Clearly from the previous quote, Tiffany's student teacher experience was more involved 

than other student teachers. As an administrator, she thinks that teachers should be 

prepared to teach middle school by being exposed to schools that vary in socioeconomic 

status: 

I think teachers should get hands on training and shouldn't just be in the 

classroom [observing], I feel like being exposed to different social economic 

levels helped me to decide to expect certain things; for example, my junior year 

we were exposed to areas that had a lot of money so when you walked into the 

cafeteria they had areas with stationary bikes, vending machines, and restaurants 

inside the school (they had a Chick-fil-A inside the cafeteria). And I was exposed 

to areas similar to the one like what I am working in now, where there is not that 

much money, a majority of the students are on free and reduced lunch, it's a Title 

1 school. So I think exposing the teachers to those real scenarios, not just fake 

scenarios, putting them in the classroom, helping them to see that every day is not 

a lovely day in the classroom and they [the students] are not just going to come in 

there and do what you expect them to do. 
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As a teacher, Tiffany utilized varying methods of instruction, which included 

limited lecturing with interactive Power Points, partner work, cooperative grouping and 

hands-on stations. She based her activities and stations on the learning style inventory she 

administered to her students at the start of the year. The learning style inventory she 

administered was a multiple intelligences inventory entitled "What are my learning 

strengths?" adapted by J. Ivanco, 1998. An example of stations that Tiffany administered 

was in relation to writing: 

The peer helpers were actually those students who had mastered the information 

so they served as class tutors when we would have stations. If I had somebody 

who was a good writer, we would set up stations for proofreading and they would 

actually go to the students to aid in exchanging feedback with each other. 

As an administrator, Tiffany looks for the same types of activities during 

classroom observations. Tiffany observes Language Arts teachers and Reading teachers. 

"Talking to them [students] for an hour is just going right over their head, they are not 

getting that type of information, so the type of activities that I look for is differentiation, 

more student centered than teacher centered". Student engagement is a top priority for 

Tiffany. An example of how students were engaged in the lesson is as follows: 

I'm very hands-on [and] visual so I can say that a lot of my lessons were hands-on 

[and] visual. For example if they had to identify sentence types, I would have 

sentence strips where they construct sentences but they were actually touching the 

independent and dependent clauses and putting them in the right area. 

Tiffany believes that quality assessments cover what the teacher taught, 

challenges the students, and allows the students to display what they have learned. She 
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used a variety of assessments to determine her students' success when she taught 

language arts. 

[I use] informal and formal assessments. Of course throughout the lesson 1 would 

check their level of understanding from thumbs up-thumbs down, their level of 

participation, exit tickets, and the starter of course...weekly and unit assessments 

and... benchmarks. 

Assessments like exit tickets at the end of class were used to determine if re-teaching 

needed to occur for her students. Tiffany used assessment results to reflect on her 

instructional practices, "If you find that your assessment was not successful then you 

should go back and look at your instruction piece, look at students (how many days they 

were here), if there were behavior problems, your method of delivery". As an 

administrator, she also feels that teachers should use assessment results to be reflective. 

I think teachers should check student understanding throughout [the lesson] 

because if you're an effective teacher, and you see students are not understanding 

what you're doing, its ok to stop what you are doing and say okay let's redirect, 

lets start back, lets start all over again. 

Eighth grade language arts teachers are charged with teaching their students the 

writing process according to the state standards in order to prepare them for the eighth 

grade writing assessment. When Tiffany was a teacher, she preferred to teach eighth 

grade because she experienced satisfaction when her students learned the steps of the 

writing process and were able to apply them in class. Even though she is not a teacher 

any longer, Tiffany has a commitment to middle school and serves as an administrator in 

the middle school sector. 
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I think middle school is my calling. I don't really see myself on the elementary 

level. I think middle school is my calling because I understand the students. I'm 

able to relate to the students. Now that I'm outside the classroom, I still have 

relationships with students that are in different classes through different 

situations. A lot of times I can talk to the students and tell them you know you 

were wrong and they can kind of see the perspective coming from me more than 

sometimes from the teacher. So I think that middle school is my place. 

From her teaching experience, education, and observations, Tiffany has discerned that 

setting routines and rituals, using peer helpers, hands-on activities, and centers work best 

in the language arts classroom. 

Tiffany considers herself a lifelong learner. She has a teaching certificate in 

middle grades education for all subjects, a Masters degree in Curriculum and Instruction, 

and is currently working to complete her doctoral degree in Curriculum and Instruction 

and Leadership. She continues to recertify herself by post-graduate coursework. 

Tiffany defines socially promoted students as students who need assistance 

beyond regular classroom instruction and after school tutoring. 

My view of socially promoted students is that they need additional assistance 

more than just moving them along and just forgetting about them until they get to 

another grade level where they have to be pushed up to the next level. So I think 

they need additional support, whether it be a connection intervention and things of 

that sort. But just socially promoting them and that's it is not helping them. 

She suggests a more strategic approach to working with socially promoted students, even 

though the only data used to inform her practice is identifying the socially promoted 
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students by reading scores. Tiffany thinks socially promoted students need interventions, 

smaller classes, and slower paced lessons to enhance their learning. 

Individualized instruction [is a possible intervention I suggest] because I can 

attest. I've had 3 generations in one family and the first 2 brothers failed reading 

in the 5th grade and failed reading in the 8th. The brother who's coming through 

now has an SST and so he's actually been taken out of his regular reading class to 

a class that is more slow paced and he is making gains now. 

She feels that teachers should teach these students by identifying their weak skills and 

build upon them by differentiation. At this time, she finds that socially promoted students 

are supported at her school by tiered interventions under the Response to Intervention 

(RTI) four-tier delivery model. RTI "is the process of aligning appropriate assessment 

with purposeful instruction for all students. Response to Intervention is based in the 

general education classroom where teachers routinely implement a strong and rigorous 

standards-based learning environment" (Georgia Department of Education, 2011). She 

also finds that advisors help socially promoted students. W. N. Hope Middle School has 

advisory for the students each week. The advisory program focuses on providing the 

students with college and career awareness and readiness, academic support, and life 

skills. Advisory is structured to provide each student with at least one adult advocate 

(their advisor), help students with transition into and out of middle school, character 

development, and build community within the school. Teachers also provide tutoring 

weekly on varying days for socially promoted students, but not exclusively. Tutorial is 

offered to all of the students at the school. Tuesday is science tutorial, Wednesday is 

math tutorial, and Thursday is language arts and social studies tutorial. The students are 
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requested to attend but it is ultimately up to them. Tiffany supports socially promoted 

students by tutoring, when co-teaching with classroom teachers, mentoring as an 

administrator, and breaking down data so students understand fully where they stand 

academically, so as to motivate the students. "As an administrator, I assist those 

particular students by mentoring, providing them with data, and breaking the data down 

to their level so that they can understand where they are [academically]". 

Valerie Mills 

Valerie is a reading and language arts teacher of 12.5 years with a T-6 level of 

certification. She started off teaching in elementary, which was her preference, but ended 

up being transferred to middle school. Valerie has been teaching middle school for the 

past eight years. Valerie was prepared to teach middle school through student teaching, 

since her certification was for grades four through eight. In the classroom, she uses 

various methods of instruction: hands-on learning, guided instruction, peer tutoring, one-

on-one teacher-student interactions, and interactive Promethean board activities. To make 

the curriculum more challenging and rigorous, Valerie uses research based strategies: 

data-driven instruction, cooperative grouping, providing timely feedback, strategic note 

taking, and graphic organizers; differentiation; and real life activities from the state 

website. Valerie indicates how she improves the provided curriculum in the following 

quote: 

I use a lot of research-based strategies. I try to base it on students' abilities, where 

there level is in terms of learning. I do a lot of differentiated instruction to guide 

the students' lessons. I also use some of the activities that's on the state's website 

based on the particular units that we are to be teaching. 



She finds that hands on activities and interactive Promethean board exercises work best 

for her students. She administers a learning modality assessment entitled "What's Your 

Learning Modality?" at the start of year to aid in differentiation and planning of lessons. 

Valerie uses a variety of assessments in her class and believes a quality 

assessment addresses the standards and elements of the standard that have been taught. 

Some of the assessments she uses are written assessments, weekly assessments, 

benchmarks and exit tickets. The written assessments are sample expository or persuasive 

writing prompts that focus on a particular domain in writing. The writing domains are 

ideas, organization, style, and convention. The weekly assessments and benchmarks are 

assessments that cover the language arts standards; for example, the parts of speech. 

These exams include questions that are multiple choice, fill-in the blank, and/or open-

ended. The exit tickets are quick checks that occur at the end of class and focus on the 

standard taught that day. An example of recent assessments she has used was the weekly 

assessments and benchmarks in which the results were used to determine what needed re-

teaching and to whom. 

Weekly assessments are used to know what I need to re-teach for the following 

week. Benchmark tests are used to see what skills they have mastered within the 4 

or 6-week time frame. I used the results to know what I needed to re-teach. 

Valerie prefers to teach eighth graders. This is her preference because she likes to 

see the students' growth in writing since that is her main focus as an eighth grade teacher. 

She also likes to track her students' progress through high school by keeping up with 

their grades as they progress. Even though she prefers to teach 8th grade, Valerie does not 



have a commitment to middle school. She wants to become a counselor and is not bound 

to a grade level. 

Valerie is a highly qualified teacher. She has a Bachelor's of Arts in middle 

grades education, a counseling masters degree and is currently working on a doctorate 

degree in Curriculum and Instruction. She is planning on continuing her education until 

she finishes her terminal degree. To keep her teaching certificate up to date, she uses her 

collegiate coursework. 

Valerie primarily views social promotion in terms of age. "To me socially 

promoted students are students who are placed into the next grade and are not ready but 

they are placed in the next grade due to their age". She feels like when students are 

socially promoted, it hurts them because they are not [academically] ready which is 

evident in the following: "Personally I think that unless they have been diagnosed with a 

learning disability I feel like if you are placing them and they are not ready, your are 

hurting the child". Valerie teaches socially promoted students by providing them with 

tiered assignments to help them develop skills in which they are weak. An example of a 

tiered assignment in relation to sentence types would be identify sentence types, identify 

adverb and adjective clauses in the various sentence types, or create sentences that 

represent each sentence type (simple, compound, complex, and compound complex). She 

does not look into student files of socially promoted students unless she encounters a 

problem. In such a case, she contacts the counselor to learn more or to read any 

documentation on the student. Valerie stated: 
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I don't feel like they [the students] are supported like they should be. I think it 

takes too long for them to go through the SST [student support team] process. 

And by the time they go through the SST process its basically almost too late. 

Valerie indicates that advisement is used to mentor socially promoted students. She also 

views advisement as a means to get students prepared for high school by teaching 

students life skills, helping them to transition out of middle school, providing 

opportunities for students to explore colleges and careers. Content area teachers also 

provide tutoring for socially promoted students as well as other students within the 

school. Valerie indicates that she helps socially promoted students by providing them 

with after school tutorial, morning tutorial, one-on-one assistance and peer tutoring. 

Marcus Ellis 

» >h 
Marcus is a 7 grade reading and math teacher of three years on a T-4 teaching 

certificate. He has a bachelor's degree in the field of mathematics, a reading 

endorsement, and passed Georgia Assessments for the Certification of Educators (GACE) 

in middle grades math. He is currently taking courses to complete his certification 

master's degree in secondary math education. He was not formerly prepared to teach 

middle grades math but has received educational training through coursework, 

professional development, and experience. Marcus decided to teach middle school 

because he feels adolescence is a critical point in the students' lives. "Middle school is 

where the battle gets most intense, but it is not too late to turn their [the students'] lives 

around at that point". He also feels that teaching middle school children is effective and 

enjoyable. 
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Marcus is a proponent of using real life applications with his students. He 

elaborates on a task that he assigned his students in which they had to place an order from 

the menu and calculate the cost including tax and tip. Marcus even uses real life 

experiences to enrich the curriculum that is passed down from the state. 

To make it [the curriculum] more significant, one thing I do is I try to connect all 

of my standards to real world situations. This connection allows my students to 

learn beyond the classroom. For me, students tend to learn best when they are 

actively engaged. 

When teaching his students, Marcus tries to appeal to their learning styles, such as 

kinesthetic, auditory, and visual. At the beginning of the year, Marcus administers a 

learning style inventory to his students. This information is used to create lessons for the 

students. 

Marcus uses formative and summative assessments in his classroom. Formative 

assessments are used to provide student feedback so that he knows what to re-teach and 

improve his instruction; therefore, formative assessments are reflective in nature. The 

results of the formative assessments help guide the interventions Marcus uses in class 

during the re-teaching time. Examples of interventions are drawing out math problems, 

using a four-step problem solving approach, time drills for math skills, and open an 

interactive math talk. Summative assessments, such as end of unit tests, are used to 

measure the amount of information the students have learned and student growth. Marcus 

states, "quality assessments provide data driven feedback that lets you make timely 

decisions that improve student comprehension". These unit tests focus on what the 

students have been taught in class. 
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Marcus prefers to teach sixth grade students. Marcus states that sixth graders 

show more curiosity and are not as affected by the insecurities and hormonal changes that 

come with puberty. Although sixth grade is his preference, Marcus does not have a future 

commitment to middle school. Marcus is "eager to reach as many students as possible. So 

that can be middle, elementary, or high school". 

Marcus has a bachelor's degree in the field of mathematics and has passed the 

middle grades GACE assessment in middle school math. He has the reading endorsement 

certification. Currently, Marcus is taking courses to receive certification and a master's 

degree in secondary math education. He continues to recertify himself by professional 

development provided by the school system and coursework and intends on continuing 

his education. 

Marcus indicates that he views all students the same, whether they have been 

socially promoted or not. Marcus does not differentiate between socially promoted 

students and non-socially promoted students. He views all of his students as individuals 

who have come to learn math and he teaches them at their level in order to bring them up 

to his high expectations. He determines what the students have and have not mastered, 

then he uses interventions to enhance the students' educational experience as indicated in 

the following: 

I view socially promoted students as basically the same as the rest of my kids. I 

don't treat them any differently. What I have to do is I try to find out what they've 

mastered and haven't and actually try to figure out interventions to move them to 

enhance their education as well. 
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Marcus reviews the permanent record folders of his socially promoted students, as well as 

his other students in order to build rapport and determine the type of children with whom 

he is working. He feels that the advisory program provides some support for the socially 

promoted students by providing the students with advisors. Tutorial is provided for all of 

the students by content area teachers. In addition to tutorial, Marcus finds out the 

background of his students and uses what he learns to provide assistance to the students. 

Reggie Milton 

Reggie is a sixth grade reading, science, and math teacher of six years. He has a 

level T-6 teaching certificate. Reggie was prepared to teacher middle school by way of 

Teach for America. He earned a Bachelor's degree in Biology, received a Master's 

degree in teacher leadership, and has a specialist degree as well. Reggie indicates his 

purpose for teaching middle school in the following quote: 

My primary focus or desire to teach middle school is that I personally believe that 

we lose a lot of our kids along the way and we lose them in that transition that 

takes place between elementary and high school. 

Reggie wants to stop that loss and does so by implementing lessons that match the 

multiple intelligences of his students according to Gardner's Multiple Intelligences. To 

enhance the curriculum being passed down from the state, Reggie introduces the content 

in different ways, uses computers, leverages technology for student engagement, and 

relates the content to students' interests. Some examples of how Reggie leverages 

technology include using interactive websites, using Edmodo, which is similar to 

Facebook but with an educational twist, and using online practice and assessment 

programs. Reggie administers the multiple intelligence survey to his students at the 
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beginning of the year. Reggie states, "I use that [multiple intelligence survey] primarily 

to help my kids be successful so I know how to vary the type of material they have 

whether it be the content, the product, or the process". He also looks at the students' math 

abilities from the Criterion Referenced Competency Test to group them so that the math 

will be tailored to their mathematic abilities. 

Reggie uses multiple choice and short answer assessments in his class. These are 

primarily the assessments he uses because he doesn't make any of his assessments and 

has little input in terms of which assessments he can use in his math classroom. As far as 

a quality assessment is concerned, he doesn't think there is one. "An assessment will do 

exactly what it is that it is intended to do. So it depends on what you're asking for". He 

does think that all assessments can be of quality if used in the appropriate context. An 

example of an assessment Reggie has given was an end of unit test. After the assessment 

was administered and scored, Reggie used the data to determine what the students 

mastered and on what they needed to work. Then he devised ways to address the material 

in a different way so that the students could master the material. Reggie also uses web-

based resources for remediation if the students did not master the standards. 

Reggie prefers to teach seventh grade. He likes seventh grade because it has the 

academic content with which he is most familiar and comfortable. He also finds teaching 

seventh grade enjoyable. Reggie has a commitment to teaching middle school because he 

feels like "this [middle school] is where the greatest need is". Even if he steps outside of 

the classroom, Reggie wants to remain connected to the classroom. 
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I'd like to teach in some capacity whether that's modeling, planning with 

teachers, 1 think it's significant. 1 don't think that anybody that professes to be an 

expert in a field should ever leave the field and claim to still be an expert. 

Reggie is seeking a doctoral degree and continues to recertify himself by using 

credit hours from his graduate coursework, professional blogs, and professional literature 

that he receives from a teaching organization of which he is a member. 

Reggie does not think that social promotion is helpful for the students and that it 

is an unfair process. He also realizes that it can be dangerous to retain socially mature 

students who are not academically mature. He thinks that for social promotion to occur, 

there should be a plan in place to ensure that those students get caught up as much as 

possible since they cannot get the lost time back. Reggie does not teach socially 

promoted students any different than those who were not socially promoted but believes 

there should be difference. He believes that some of the students who are not identified as 

being socially promoted have been promoted when not academically ready and have the 

same deficits that they had the previous year. Reggie does not determine his students' 

background from their permanent record folders unless it is for Student Support Team 

meetings. He states that he needs to start determining background information on his 

students because he feels that he cannot change their situation if he does not know it. 

When I find out I think that my perspective shifts... 1 become more concerned 

with their performance because I already know that they're already behind 

typically and so something has to be done to ensure that they get what they 

need...unless something happens in order to provide our kids with that possible 
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opportunity then lives may be wasted because they don't get to see the full 

measure of what their lives can be. Their fullest potential will never be known. 

Reggie does not think socially promoted students are supported in his work place. He 

does not believe the students have a mentor; however, he would definitely take on that 

role. 

Casey Daniels 

Casey is a 5th grade math teacher of six years with a T-6 level certification. She 

has a Bachelor's in Finance, Master's in business, Master's in Education, and a Specialist 

in Teacher Leadership. Casey was prepared to teach elementary through an alternative 

certification program where she passed the necessary assessments, completed 

coursework, and participated in classroom observations. Casey teaches 5th grade because 

she is a strong believer that students need a strong foundation in math before moving to 

middle school. 

In her classroom, Casey implements activities that are engaging for the students. 

The activities involve math and include hands-on activities, math videos, centers, and 

math games. Specifically, students participate in activities like creating human bar 

graphs, menu math, number cubes games, and math Jeopardy. Occasionally, Casey uses 

drill and practice to ensure students get the basics. The drill and practice include textbook 

and workbook assignments, worksheets that compliment the skill being learned, and Mad 

Minute Practice, which tests their knowledge of basic multiplication and division facts. 

To make the state's curriculum more challenging, investigative, interdisciplinary, and 

significant to students' lives, Casey personalizes the content to the lives of her students, 

whenever possible by having students complete activities like collecting and 
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incorporating class data during data analysis. "I make the students take surveys and create 

graphs from results from their peers. 1 also make them write [math] stories about things 

that relate to their communities or their personal lives". She also surveys her students' 

learning styles at the beginning of the year with "Learner Survey" by Kelley Wingate 

Publications. This information is used to improve her lessons and meet the needs of her 

students by having the students apply and connect what they are learning to what they 

already know using their best method of learning, whether it is kinesthetic, auditory, or 

visual. Casey finds that talking about math and using math vocabulary works best in her 

classroom because students get to explain their method of problem solving without being 

put down, students get to learn from other's mistakes, and misunderstandings or 

misconceptions can be corrected immediately amongst everyone. 

One thing that works best is making them have conversations and written 

assignments through math. So allowing them to talk about the math and talk about 

what they are learning. Forcing them to use the vocabulary, it kind of helps them 

internalize it. 

Casey uses a variety of assessments in her classroom. She thinks using a variety 

of assessments is important because not all students do well on paper and pencil tests. 

Some types of assessments she uses besides paper and pencil tests include observations 

and oral assessments. She uses portfolios because she can determine student growth. 

Casey also uses unit tests because she can use the results to get an item analysis and 

identify where the students are weak. Casey thinks a quality assessment is "one that 

allows the student to complete the assessment in the best way that they learn but still give 

the teacher accurate results for measuring whatever is being measured"; thus, a quality 
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assessment allows students to complete the assessment using their favored learning 

modality; however, the results remain valid. 

Casey's teaching preference is fifth grade. She prefers this grade level because 

she thinks it is a critical grade in preparing students for middle school. She also thinks 

that in fifth grade, students need a strong foundation as preparation. For these reasons, 

Casey is committed to elementary school. She would like to teach at the fifth grade level 

for a few more years. Afterwards, she is interested in becoming a math coach at an 

elementary school. 

Casey is planning on continuing her education. She intends on eventually 

completing a doctorate degree. To keep her certification current and up to date, Casey 

applies what she has learned in her graduate courses to her classroom. She also attends 

professional development sessions provided by her school district to challenge her math 

instruction. 

Casey has mixed thoughts in terms of social promotion. She disagrees with 

promoting a child if he or she is not ready; however, she is also against keeping a child 

back who is too old for elementary because it is inappropriate for socialization and it 

hurts the child's self-esteem. Casey indicates: 

1 would not say [I teach socially promoted students] in a different way, but I try to 

find out exactly where I can help them and try to use tactics that they are more 

receptive to, to help them with their confidence in school and to help them learn 

what they need to learn. 

Casey tries to learn more about her socially promoted students by reviewing their 

permanent record folders. When reviewing the folders, she searches for information from 
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teachers' anecdotal records about what they have done, what worked, and what did not 

work. Casey thinks socially promoted students are best supported in small groups within 

a class, where they are given extra attention and differentiated activities so that they will 

thrive. The socially promoted students who attend Casey's elementary school do not have 

a mentor; however, she indicates that the teachers act as unofficial mentors to them. 

Students receive tutoring from various groups, including their teachers, non-profit 

volunteer organizations, after school programs, and Communities in Schools. Casey 

assists socially promoted students by giving them the extra attention they need, working 

with them during tutorial on non-scheduled tutoring days, and working with the students 

during connections or enrichment time. 

Nicholas Smith 

Nicholas is an educator of 18 years, one-year teaching first grade, and 17 years 

counseling. Nicholas was prepared to work in the field of education by receiving a 

Bachelor's degree in Mass Communications with a minor in Psychology, a Master's 

degree in Counseling, and a Doctor of Education in Educational Leadership. Even though 

Nicholas has the educational background for counseling, he believes that experience is 

the best teacher. 

I don't think [anyone] has successfully written a counseling book for the urban 

school situation. I think working at the urban school requires a lot of common 

sense and you have to go on your hunches about certain situations. I think that 

also you have to have a love for kids working at that age group because if you 

don't you're not going to be successful, the kids aren't going to respect you, and 

you're not going to establish a rapport. 
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Nicholas' purpose for counseling middle school students is to guide the students and 

better equip and prepare them for high school. 

Nicholas uses various methods when counseling students. The counseling 

sessions can take on the form of individual, group, or whole classrooms depending on 

what is needed. Within those sessions, the format can be question-answer, open ended 

questions, role-playing, and problem solving. Nicholas has found that appealing to the 

students' learning styles is also applicable to counseling sessions. Before actually 

working with the students, he consults with their teachers to receive feedback on them 

and practices what work best when working with the students. Nicholas uses the 

information gathered from the teachers to determine the best approach when working 

with the students. He also finds that being direct with middle school students works best 

during his counseling sessions. 

Nicholas uses assessments in the forms of surveys and questionnaires during his 

counseling sessions. He uses the results of the surveys and questionnaires in three ways. 

First, he uses the assessments to determine if the issue or issues have been resolved or if 

more counseling needs to take place. Secondly, he uses the assessment as feedback and 

reflection to determine if his counseling was helpful and useful to the student. Lastly, he 

uses these methods of assessment to gather information about how to handle similar 

counseling problems in the future. 

Nicholas' counseling preference is sixth and eighth grades. He likes to counsel 

sixth graders because they are new to the middle school sector and are trying to find their 

way; therefore, they can be guided appropriately. Nicholas likes eighth graders because 

they are on their way to high school and as a counselor, he can help prepare them and 
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encourage modifications where needed. He states seventh grade is his least favorite 

because he feels they are attention seeking at this grade level, which can be overbearing 

at times. Nicholas has a commitment to middle school; however, it does not have to be in 

the form of counseling. He is also interested in becoming a principal or middle school 

director. 

Nicholas does not see himself going back to school; however he intends on 

writing a book. Nicholas continues to recertify himself by attending the annual 

counseling conventions. 

Nicholas is opposed to social promotion. He thinks that social promotion is unfair 

to the students. "I feel that if the students aren't getting what they need, then we need to 

put something in place besides social promotion or an administrative placement." 

Nicholas suggested an early work program or an apprenticeship should be put in place so 

that students can learn a skill if they are not being successful in traditional schooling. He 

counsels socially promoted students differently than students who have not been socially 

promoted. He informs them that they must work even harder if they have been socially 

promoted because if not, retention is still a possibility, especially if their teachers have 

documentation of how they have supported the students throughout the current school 

year. 

Since Nicholas is the counselor at W. N. Hope Middle School, he is well aware of 

the educational background of the socially promoted students. As a counselor, Nicholas 

handles the permanent record folders for students at the school. He researches their 

grades, the types of students they were in the previous year, teacher recommendations, 

and test scores. Also, when talking with parents, he learns additional helpful information 
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about the students. Nicholas assumes that many of the socially promoted students are 

athletes and are supported by their athletic coaches as early as middle school because 

many of those same students go on to high school and play sports. Nicholas assumes that 

the athletic director, counselor, coaches, and advisors mentor socially promoted students. 

Teachers provide tutorial for the socially promoted students, as well as other students. 

Nicholas indicates that he assists socially promoted students by providing them with 

guidance counseling and reality checks about the possibility of retention. 

Themes 

Interview data analysis led to several themes that were related to the 16 tenets of 

the middle school characteristics as outlined by This We Believe (2010). The researcher 

examined the participants' responses to each question and determined commonalities to 

derive the themes. Five major themes surfaced from the interview data. The five themes 

were categorized as follows: 

1. Purposeful instructional practices 

2. Use of varied assessments 

3. Continuous adult learning 

4. Student support 

5. Attitudes vs. Actions 

Three of these five major themes had several sub-themes. Purposeful instructional 

practices were sub-divided into differentiation, real world applications, and learning 

styles. The use of varied assessments was further divided into formative and summative 

assessments and results being used for re-teaching purposes and reflection. Student 

support was further divided into tutoring and mentoring. The final theme was attitudes 
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versus actions. Table 4 provides a summary of the themes outlined from the interview 

data. 

Table 4 

Summary of Themes 

Major Themes 
Purposeful Instructional Practices 

Use of Varied Assessments 

Continuous Adult Learning 

Student Support 

Attitudes vs. Actions 

Sub-themes 
Differentiation 
Real world applications 
Learning styles 

Formative and summative assessments 
Results used for re-teaching and 
reflection 

n/a 

Mentoring 
T utoring 

n/a 

Theme One: Purposeful Instructional Practices 

Purposeful instructional practices are necessary to ensure that minority socially 

promoted students will be able to make gains. All of the educators indicated they used a 

variety of instructional techniques and practices within their classrooms, inclusive of 

modeling, guided practice, collaborative group work, and individual task completion. 

They all try to make the curriculum more challenging, investigative, interdisciplinary, 

and significant to students' lives by using best practices within their classrooms. To make 

the instruction purposeful, the educators focus on differentiation, real world applications, 
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and students' learning styles in a structured instructional design. Tiffany explains her 

typical week in the classroom: 

Monday would begin with the actual teaching of the concept. It may have been a 

Power Point, but the Power Point was interactive so I wasn't lecturing the entire 

time. It also involved different activities where we worked together. So they [the 

students] were basically exposed to the information, we worked together through 

a couple of problems, they worked with their partners, and then they worked 

individually. So throughout the week they were exposed to different activities that 

appealed to their learning styles, whether it was visual or kinesthetic, and also 

cooperative learning. I would also try to implement stations; it wasn't an every 

day thing but they were allowed to do stations even in my classes where the 

behaviors were difficult. 

Marcus uses the 5 E Instructional Model to implement purposeful instruction practices. 

The 5 E Instructional Model is based on constructivism and is broken down into the 

following phases: engage, explore, explain, elaborate/extend, and evaluate. He feels the 

5 E Instructional Model allows him to really engage his students and connect the standard 

to real life situations. 

If I were teaching central tendencies [mean, median and mode] to my students, 

the first step would be engagement. I would engage the students by modeling how 

to find the central tendencies of a set of data, perhaps a data set related to pop 

culture. Then, we would work together on a second set of data to practice that 

skill. This data set would involve the students in the class. The next step is 

exploration. Students will be given their own set of data in which they have to 
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find mean, median, and mode. As they are working collaboratively, I would be 

walking around asking probing questions to initiate critical thinking. Next, we 

would go through the explanation phase of the 5 E Model. Students will explain 

their answers and metacognition within their groups. The next phase is extension. 

I use the extension phase for differentiation. For groups that are ready to move on, 

they get a challenge activity based on the skill, in this case, central tendencies. 1 

give a remediation activity for groups who are having difficulty with the new 

skill. The final step in the 5 E Model is evaluation. Here I close the lesson by 

having students complete problems on the skill [central tendencies] individually 

to evaluate their level of comprehension. 

Valerie uses purposeful instructional practices in her class, especially when teaching 

writing to her students. She follows the 5 E Model and other times, she follows an 

instructional design inclusive of modeling, guided practice, and independent practice. 

This is evident in the following quote: 

I use the Promethean board to aid me when teaching in my classroom. I have 

displayed a writing sample of rap lyrics on the Promethean board and modeled 

how to correct the language used. Then I put another sample up on Promethean 

board and allowed the students to come up and correct different parts of the 

writing sample with my guidance. Afterwards, I provide each group with a 

writing sample to critique. The group reporter shares out the group's results with 

the class. Finally, the students critique a writing sample on their own. 

Each of the educators used valuable instructional practices; however, per school data, 

gains were minimal and teachers continued to receive socially promoted students in their 
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classrooms. From the interview results, the researcher concluded that the educators 

lacked goal setting in their classrooms. When students set goals, they have something to 

work towards. When students track their progress, they can determine their gains or lack 

their of, which can be motivating. 

Differentiation. Differentiation is necessary because no two individuals learn in 

the same manner. This is especially true of socially promoted students. The educators in 

this study determined that their socially promoted students lacked necessary skills and 

needed additional help in the classroom. The educators used differentiated instruction in 

their classrooms as one way to meet the needs of those students, as well as other students 

they taught. Valerie, the eighth grade reading and language arts teacher, indicates how 

she uses differentiation in her classroom, "I use a lot of research-based strategies. I try to 

base it on students' abilities, their academic level in terms of learning. I do a lot of 

differentiated instruction to guide the students' lessons." Reggie uses differentiation in 

his math classroom in order to determine where his students are and bring them up to 

where they should be in reference to their grade level. "I look at my students' 

mathematics ability by way of the CRCT and then I'll group them. And the grouping is 

so that I give them work on a level that is most appropriate." Tiffany, the administrator 

who was previously a reading and language arts teacher, indicates "the first thing you 

need to do is identify those skills that they [the students] are lacking and try to build upon 

those skills in order for the students to be successful". Tiffany is currently an 

administrator. "[As an administrator], the type of activities that I look for is 

differentiation, more student centered than teacher centered, possibly on some days, not 

everyday, centers". Each of these educators exemplified differentiating according to 
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readiness levels of the students. Differentiating lessons for students is a very daunting, 

time consuming, yet necessary task. Many times, the educators' planning periods were 

not used for planning differentiated lessons because the administrative staff conducted 

meetings during this time. Therefore, little importance was placed on teachers' planning 

times. 

Real World Applications. Many of the educators make the learning relevant to 

their students by applying the content to real world situations. The educators found that 

when students can apply the content to their lives, they are able to make connections and 

retain the content better. Marcus indicates, "To make it [curriculum] more significant, 

one thing I do is I try to connect all of my standards to real world situations. This 

connection allows my students to learn beyond the classroom." Marcus finds success in 

using real world examples in his math class with his students. Reggie has learned that 

students consider educational content important if they can make personal connections to 

what is being learned. This is made known in the following quote: 

I realized that kids have to be able to connect to whatever it is we teach them on a 

day-to-day basis. So if there is no practicality to what they are learning then they 

may not see it as important. 

Many times when the lessons are engaging, relevant, and interesting, students can relate 

to the skill or topic being taught in their everyday lives. If socially promoted students can 

make those necessary connections; then remembrance at later dates is more likely. 

Marcus states: 

I mainly implement real life activities in my classroom. Real life games and 

activities give children a hands-on learning experience that tends to stimulate their 
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minds. For example, I used an experiment where they [my students] "took me out 

to dinner" to one of my favorite restaurants, Carrabas. I brought in a menu from 

Carrabas and they had to find the dinner items. They had to pick one dinner item, 

a soup and a salad, as well as find the sales tip. I think everyone gave 12%. So 

they had to do a 12% tip and a seven percent sales tax. 

Marcus' example is engaging, relevant, an interesting to the students because the scenario 

is real for them and they can apply it to their every day lives. All of these educators 

utilize real world applications to enhance their instructional purposes. These strategies are 

used for students who are socially promoted as well as for those students who have not 

been socially promoted. 

Casey also uses real world applications in her classroom. She indicates this in the 

following: 

I take the curriculum that comes from the state and try to make it specific to the 

students' lives. One section that makes that kind of easy is the data analysis. I 

make the students take surveys and create graphs from results from their peers. I 

also make them write stories about things that relate to their communities or their 

personal lives. 

When Tiffany was a classroom teacher she helped her students realize the importance of 

writing and how they would use it in their lives. 

What 1 try to do is make it something that they can understand, reaching them on 

their level, and determining the significance to real life, so real world experiences. 

When will you have to write? In any job you have to write. Even if you work at 

McDonald's you have to write memos to your staff. You cannot post things that 
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are grammatically incorrect so that's one of the things I do, basically meeting 

them on their level, setting high expectations, and just making real world 

experiences because they will see why 1 need to know the subject of a sentence or 

why I need to know subject verb agreement. It's not just because your teacher 

said so; it's based on the part of life you'll need in order to be successful. 

Learning Styles. Differentiation can also occur in terms of students' learning style 

preferences. When students learn how they learn best, they are more successful. Thus, 

teachers should offer students learning experiences that complement their multiple 

intelligences. All of the teachers indicated that they administered a learning style 

inventory or multiple intelligence survey in the beginning of the year to determine how 

their students learn best. They use this data to plan activities that will better enhance their 

students' learning experiences. These teachers use their students' learning styles as a 

method of further differentiating the standards by content, product, and process. 

Tiffany utilized a multiple intelligences inventory entitled "What are my learning 

strengths?" adapted by J. Ivanco (1998). Tiffany indicates: 

In the beginning of the year, I would give my students a learning style inventory 

and I would use that information to group them. And I would base my lessons on 

that information too. One thing I used to do in cooperative learning was give 

everybody a role. I wouldn't want all of the hands on people in one group... If it's 

four in a group, I will try to address all four learning styles in one group. And that 

just made it better because it was a mixed group and it wasn't just 1 or 2 

dominating everybody else. Then when I assigned group work I basically tried to 

do the activities based on those learning styles so that way they could appeal to 
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who was doing what in the group. It was amazing to see how they picked the 

thing that went with their learning style. 

Valerie uses a learning modality assessment entitled "What's Your Learning Modality?". 

Valerie states: 

At the beginning of the year, they [the students] take a learning modality 

assessment. Based on that assessment, I know what type of learner they are and I 

use that under their profile to identify which lessons I need to model a certain 

way, and which ones I need to like use certain learning styles for; for example, 

hands-on activities. 

Marcus says: 

Many of them have different learning styles. In order to find out which learning 

styles best complement them, I give surveys at the beginning of the year and this 

way I can address all of the learning styles. And I use those learning styles to 

create my lesson plans to enrich each child's learning experience. 

Nicholas uses the students' varying learning styles to determine his approach in the 

counseling sessions. 

I try to figure out what kind of kid the student is through feedback with the 

teachers. If the kid did something, I usually wait for the teachers to calm down 

because when they are in an angered or excited state, they react, saying things like 

"he's or she's just bad". So I wait for them to calm down and tell me what kind of 

student he or she is. I get an interview from the teacher to determine which way I 

should approach the student. 
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Reggie uses the students' varying learning modality results to ensure that every student 

feels successful on some level in his class. 

At the beginning of the school year 1 give multiple intelligences surveys. And so I 

use that primarily to help my kids be successful so I know how to vary the type of 

material they have whether it is by the content, the product, or the process. So just 

looking at where they are and their learning styles to make sure that what they are 

learning is more aligned to where they are. 

Casey incorporates the varying learning modalities in her lessons and activities that she 

uses in her classroom. She uses a "Learner Survey" by Kelley Wingate Publications 

(1996). 

One thing I do is I make sure that I try to incorporate that hands-on, kinesthetic 

part with each lesson in some form or fashion, because the visual and auditory are 

usually there for the most part. So the kinesthetic part is the part I have to focus 

on to make sure those students get some of sort hands on. In the beginning of the 

year 1 usually do some type of survey that tells me if they are visual, auditory or 

kinesthetic. And I use the results of the survey and my observations of their 

activities to see which one they are best at. 

Using purposeful instructional practices is necessary to reach socially promoted 

students in the classroom. It is quite apparent that the teachers are using purposeful 

instructional models, differentiation, and appealing to students' learning 

styles/modalities; however, it is being done on the surface level. In W. N. Hope, planning 

time is sparse; therefore, these teachers are not having time to delve into deeper 

approaches to meaningful learning. They are trying to reach all students with simple 
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methods of differentiation and uses of learning styles and modalities. Also, each educator 

indicated they used one learning style inventory or multiple intelligence survey. When 

assessing socially promoted students, it is necessary to use more than one learning profile 

because it will help provide a more holistic view of how the students learn. Thus, 

educators should be aware that when trying to bring socially promoted students up to 

grade level, teaching the student in one particular learning style or multiple intelligence 

for every task or subject area may not be effective because of the interconnectedness of 

the intelligences. To ensure purposeful instructional methods are being used, a deeper 

understanding and approach need to be utilized. More allotted time and collaboration 

amongst educators can help improve purposeful instructional methods. 

Theme Two: Use of Varied Assessments 

The researcher previously mentioned that instruction should be differentiated 

because students learn differently. Students also assess differently and perform 

differently on varying types of assessment. Varying methods of assessment is important 

to provide a true depiction of how socially promoted students are learning. The evidence 

of learning from the various assessments can be used to help students track their progress 

towards their goals and be in control of their learning. It is evident that socially promoted 

students do not learn traditionally, and therefore should not be assessed by strictly 

traditional methods. 

Each of the educators indicated that they utilize varied assessments in their 

classrooms. They realize that different assessments measure different aspects of learning 

and should be used to inform teaching and learning in the classroom. These instructors 

use variations of formative and summative assessment. As indicated in the summary of 
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terms, formative assessment practices are used to improved teaching and learning and 

summative assessment practices are used to determine what has been learned at the end 

of a unit. Both types of assessment are necessary to ensure students are learning along the 

way and are retaining what they are learning at the end of each unit. 

Formative and Summative Assessments. These educators used a variety of 

formative and summative assessments in their classrooms. Examples of the formative 

assessments used include thumbs up or down, starters, oral assessments, exit tickets, and 

weekly quizzes. Examples of the summative assessments they used include unit tests, 

benchmarks, portfolios, questionnaires, and surveys. Tiffany utilized a variety of 

assessments when she was in the classroom. As an administrator, she expects her teachers 

to utilize a variety of assessments as well. In the following quote, Tiffany discusses the 

types of assessment she used in the classroom: 

I used informal and formal assessments. Of course throughout the lesson I would 

check their [the students'] level of understanding from thumbs up-thumbs down, 

their level of participation, exit tickets, and the starter of course. If you start off 

the class and they can't answer the starter, then you know they don't understand 

the concept. Also weekly tests, unit assessments, and benchmarks were used. 

Valerie stated, "I use written assessments were its multiple choice, fill in the blank, open-

ended questions. I also use exit tickets as a way to know whether or not they understood 

that skill that was taught for that day". 

Marcus indicated: 

I use formative and summative assessment. I give formative assessment to give 

student feedback and improve my instruction. These assessments give me 
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information about my students' progress. I try to give formative assessments 

every other week. In that case I can really get an idea myself about what I need to 

put in for intervention that week. I use the summative assessments as benchmarks, 

which at the end of each unit, I measure the amount of information the students 

have learned. These assessments reflect student learning and my ability to 

communicate information effectively. 

Casey indicated why she thinks it's important to use a variety of assessments in the 

following quote: 

I think using a variety of assessments is important because some students don't do 

well on just paper pencil tests so I think observations are important, oral 

assessments are important just allowing them to talk through whatever we're 

studying, and of course paper and pencil tests. 

Results Used for Re-teaching and Reflection. Assessments are an important piece 

of curriculum and instruction and should be used as a learning tool in the classroom. The 

educators in this study believe in using the results of assessment to reflect and improve 

upon their practices, and ultimately, to determine what and how to re-teach content to 

their students. They use the results from the assessments to differentiate instruction for 

re-teaching purposes. Tiffany elaborates on an example of an assessment she 

administered as a teacher and what she did with the results in the following scenario: 

The type of assessment that I used a lot when I was in the classroom was the exit 

ticket. Basically the exit tickets had a 2 part question so for example if we were 

learning about compound sentences, the first question was "What is a compound 

sentence?" So if they can define a compound sentence, I know they are at that 
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compound sentence or I would have a sentence up there saying is this a compound 

sentence? Using these types of assessments would allow me to understand 

tomorrow, do I need to continue with compound sentences or we can go to the 

next set of sentence types. 

Marcus elaborates on how he used a summative assessment in his classroom: 

One particular assessment would be summative which is the benchmark 

assessment. I used the data from the benchmark to determine the growth of my 

students. In that case the students that mastered the assessment were given 

enhancement activities and the students that needed more help, I used that [the 

assessment results] to guide their intervention. 

Nicholas demonstrates how he uses assessment in his counseling sessions: 

I use surveys and questionnaires. I utilize it to try and see 1. If the issue has been 

resolved, 2. If my help is useful, and 3. To utilize the information that they put 

down so that we can use that same type of info and style in the room to apply it to 

another person who may be going through the same issue. And not necessarily the 

same way, but tailor it so that it can be used by another person in a different way. 

Reggie explains how he uses unit tests to plan for re-teaching in his math class: 

We have end of unit tests, so once we administer the assessment and it gets scored 

and we have the data analysis of how the students performed, based on the 

standard that we taught during the course of that assessment, I look at that to 

determine what the students mastered, what they need to work on, and ways in 
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which to address the material in a different way if the majority of the kids didn't 

get it the first time around. 

Each of these educators demonstrates the importance of assessment and how it is even 

more important that we utilize the results in an effective way. These educators not only 

use these methods for socially promoted students, but for all of their students. 

It is quite evident that the educators in this study use a variety of assessment methods; 

however, it is clear that many of these variations are summative in nature. More 

formative assessment methods need to be implemented when working with socially 

promoted students. It is important to formatively assess students continuously to adjust 

instruction as necessary. Formative assessments help teachers and students by showing 

progress and assist in ensuring students are on target to reaching their goals. Formative 

assessments also allow students to gain an in-depth understanding of the material they are 

learning. 

During this time of increased standardized testing and preparation, many 

educators, students, and parent focus on obtaining grades for completing assignments. It 

is important for all stakeholders to realize that every assignment and assessment should 

not be for a grade. Showing progress is just as important so that socially promoted 

students can see small victories along the way which aids in motivation and excitement 

about learning. Learning is more significant than a collection of grades if socially 

promoted students are going to be successful. 

Theme Three: Continuous Adult Learning 

Each of the participants in this study is continuously learning, either through 

collegiate coursework, professional development, or both. Four of the six participants are 
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currently taking classes to enhance their education. One of the participants who is not 

currently in school is planning on going back to school. Only one of the participants is 

not planning on going back to school; he feels like he is at the end of his educational 

career because he has an Educational Doctorate degree (Ed.D). All six of the participants 

participate in professional development regularly. Professional development is used to 

keep their certifications current. Tiffany considers herself to be a lifelong learner. Even 

though five of the participants did not specify they were lifelong learners, their actions in 

reference to professional development and collegiate coursework indicates they are 

lifelong learners as well. 

The participants' school system provides them with mandatory professional 

development regularly so continuous learning is not the issue. Many of the educators find 

that the provided professional development is either meaningless or is provided when it is 

too late to implement. In order to better help socially promoted students progress, 

professional development should be provided that defines social promotion and methods 

of remedying this issue, as well as methods of using formative assessment. This type of 

professional development and training should be provided in the beginning of the year. 

Theme Four: Student Support 

The participants' views of how socially promoted students are supported at their 

schools vary across collected data. Responses included the following: tiered 

interventions, advisory program, athletics, small group attention and differentiation, to no 

support at all. A supportive learning environment is imperative for socially promoted 

students to be successful in school. They need additional help, time, and strategies to 

learn content if the cycle of being socially promoted is to be broken. The school 
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environment should be one that is safe and encourage in-depth learning. The stakeholders 

should provide additional programs for students to ensure that they feel encouraged and 

supported. W. N. Hope provided limited support for the socially promoted students 

because all stakeholders were not involved, namely the parents and prominent 

community leaders. 

Reggie informed: 

My primary focus is to make sure the classroom is inviting, making sure every 

child feels safe in the classroom, so as it pertains to management. Students have 

active roles in determining what the rewards will be in the classroom even though 

I determine what the expectations are going to be. Students on a day-to-day basis 

have managerial positions where they are responsible for certain things so they 

are not visitors in the classroom but actual citizens. 

Valerie indicated: 

I don't feel like they [socially promoted students] are supported like they should 

be. 1 think it takes too long for them to go through the SST process. And by the 

time they go through the SST process, it's basically almost too late. 

Casey stated: 

I think they [socially promoted students] are supported best in a smaller 

environment, not necessarily a small classroom because sometimes they look at a 

small classroom as they are the "special group" but within a large classroom, just 

kind of giving them that extra attention and putting them in a group during 

differentiation, putting them in a group where they will thrive best both with the 

activity and with the members. 
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Tiffany said: 

Currently, we do have tier 1 interventions. I can speak for reading. In reading we 

have our program, Success for All, which is considered a tier 1 intervention. As a 

district, we are implementing tier 2 interventions for those students who are not 

successful in tier 1 interventions. 

Marcus indicated, "we have an advisory program where each teacher is given a set of 

students who may be social promoted or not. Advisory is like a support system that deals 

with the students socially, academically, and emotionally." 

Mentoring. In their individual classrooms, the educators use data and student 

learning styles to differentiate the teaching and learning processes for their students. The 

educators also had mixed reviews on if the socially promoted students had a mentor or 

not. Four of the five middle level educators indicated the socially promoted students had 

an advisor to support them in a mentorship capacity. They also indicated that the advisor 

not only supported socially promoted students, but all students benefited from this 

service. The classroom teachers serve as the advisors to a set group of students. Tiffany 

said, "In our school district this year, we are starting advisory, so all students have a 

mentor". Valerie stated, "we use advisement as a way to mentor them [the socially 

promoted students] and get them ready for high school". Nicholas, the counselor, 

informed the researcher of the following: 

They [the socially promoted students] do have a mentor, the athletic director and 

coaches. Would I mentor some, yes I would because it's not all about athletics. 
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Sooner or later, you can only play so far. That doesn't hinder your brain from 

thinking or doing something else because academics are going to smash athletics 

any time, any day. Advisors are mentors too. 

In the elementary sector, the students do not usually have mentors. Casey indicated, 

"Usually, we do not have a mentor but the teachers kind of act as an unofficial mentor for 

those students". Reggie does not feel as though socially promoted students have a 

mentor; however, he stated that he would gladly take on that role because socially 

promoted students need support. 

Tutoring. Tutorial is a support system that is evident across each of the 

interviews, no matter what grade level with which they are affiliated. Each participant 

indicated that the classroom teachers provide that tutorial for socially promoted students 

as well as other students within the school. Those educators who are a part of the middle 

school sector have a specific subject matter that is tutored on Tuesday through Thursday. 

Tutorial programs were also mentioned, some that took place during the day and others 

after school. Tiffany stated, "each child is afforded the opportunity to participate in 

tutoring weekly by discipline on different days and its administered by their teachers". 

Valerie said, "it [tutoring] is provided by their [the students] content area teachers". 

Marcus indicated: 

Tutoring is with the teachers. We do not treat the socially promoted students 

differently. Tutorial is provided three days a week; and it's up to the teachers if 

they want to stay more days or longer. Last year all teachers were required to tutor 

on one day a week, Wednesday, which was a problem if a student needed tutoring 

in more than one subject because they would have to choose. This year we have 
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science on Tuesday, math on Wednesday, and social studies and language arts on 

Thursday. This benefitted the teachers as well as the students. 

In response to the question is tutoring provided for the socially promoted students, 

Nicholas replied: 

Yes, Absolutely. That's what we have the after school tutorial for, but it's on 

them [the students] if they want to come or not. But teachers here do stress to stay 

here and get what you need, not only for socially promoted students but all of the 

students. 

Reggie's response about tutorial was as follows: 

Tutoring is provided here at this school. Tuesday is science, Wednesday is math, 

and Thursday is social studies and language arts. Now all the students are 

encouraged to go to tutoring on those days but it's not anything that is set-aside 

specifically for socially promoted students. The one thing that may take place and 

I am not totally aware of how this works but there are remedial classes that take 

place during lunch time for students that are in math. And I'm not certain how 

those students are selected to be a part of that program, but if a student meets the 

criteria and they so happen to be a child that's socially promoted then the services 

are given then. But as far as I know, it's not just for socially promoted students. 

Casey indicated, "tutoring is provided by the teacher, non-profit organizations, different 

after school programs that are available, and sometimes the Communities in Schools 

people will step in and help tutor". 

Tutorial is definitely a support service that is provided for the socially promoted 

students; however, it is not a requirement and students and parents are not held 
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accountable. An accountability measure should be put into place to ensure socially 

promoted students are attending tutorial. Also, tutorial needs to be tailored to the socially 

promoted students specific needs. Several support services for students were mentioned 

amongst the participants; however, they did not mention services specific for socially 

promoted students. Also, a parental involvement service for socially promoted students 

was not mentioned. Neither of the educators mentioned reaching out to community 

members and leaders to help in providing additional support for the students. Community 

members and leaders are important because they can help in providing funds for 

additional resources. All stakeholders need to be involved to provide support socially 

promoted students and to ensure their success. 

Theme Five: Attitudes vs. Actions 

Each of the educators in this study found social promotion to be a negative 

practice in education because they did not believe students should be placed in the next 

grade without being academically prepared. Each of these educators also participated in 

a book study in which This We Believe (2010) was read. Therefore, the educators used 

the middle school characteristics described in this book to remediate social promotion. 

The sixteen characteristics are grouped into three categories, which are curriculum, 

instruction, and assessment, leadership and organization, and culture and community. 

The curriculum, instruction, and assessment characteristic focuses on valuing young 

adolescents, engaging in active learning, challenging curriculum, using multiple learning 

approaches, and using varied assessments. The leadership and organization characteristic 

involves stakeholders having a shared vision, being leaders that are committed to 

adolescents, demonstrating courage and collaboration, participating in ongoing 
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professional development, and having organizational structures that cultivate meaningful 

relationships amongst staff and students. The characteristic culture and community 

focuses on the school environment, adults advocating for students, guidance services, 

health and wellness, family involvement, and community and business partners. Table 5 

shows the participants' usage of the 16 characteristics to remediate social promotion. 
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Table 5 

Use of NMSA's 16 Characteristics to Remediate Social Promotion 

Categories Characteristics T. S. V. M. M. E. N. S. R. M. C. D. 
Curriculum, Value Young X X X X X 
Instruction, Adolescents 
and Active X X X X X X 
Assessment Learning 

Challenging X X X X X X 
Curriculum 
Multiple X X X X X X 
Learning 
Approaches 
Varied X X X X X X 
Assessments 

Leadership Shared Vision 
and 
Organization Committed X 

Leaders 
Courageous & X 
Collaborative 
Leaders 
Professional X X X X X X 
Development 
Organizational X X X X X X 
Structures 

X 
Culture and School 
Community Environment 

Adult X X X X X X 
Advocate 
Guidance X X 
Services 
Health & 
Wellness 
Family X X 
Involvement 
Community & X 
Business 
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As indicated by Table 5, the participants in this study strongly used the 

characteristics that are categorized as curriculum, instruction, and assessment to 

remediate for social promotion. Five of the six participants were trained or are being 

trained to specifically work with young adolescents. Each of the participants used active 

learning when working with students. They believed in using interactive and hands-on 

activities. To make the curriculum more challenging, exploratory, integrative, and 

relevant to the students, the participants used real world examples, and differentiation. 

They also engaged students with technology. The participants used multiple learning 

approaches by appealing to the varying learning styles and modalities of the students. 

Planning lessons by using multiple learning approaches aided the educators in keeping 

the students interests. The educators also indicated they varied the types of assessments 

they used. The assessments were formative and summative in nature. Examples of the 

types of assessments used include thumbs up/thumbs down, exit tickets, multiple choice 

assessments, fill-in-the blank assessments; weekly quizzes, benchmarks, oral 

assessments, and feedback surveys. 

Table 5 shows that the leadership and organization category was an area that the 

educators did not use as much to remediate social promotion. The educators participated 

in ongoing professional development; however, it was not specific to addressing the issue 

of social promotion. The educators in this study were members of interdisciplinary teams 

that taught and supported the same groups of students. They were able to discuss the 

progress of students, socially promoted or not, during their common planning time. 

Unfortunately, the common planning time was not always available because of 
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scheduled, mandated meetings or trainings. In this study, the administrator was the only 

educator committed to learning more about socially promoted students. She completed 

her own research so that she could use best practices when working with students who 

had been socially promoted. Each of the participants viewed social promotion as a 

negative alternative to underachieving students; however, none of them challenged this 

process. Neither of the educators collaborated to make change in reference to the process 

of social promotion. 

Table 5 indicated that the educators' weakest area in relation to remediating for 

social promotion was culture and community. Five of the six of educators mentioned 

advisement or mentoring as support for socially promoted students in their school. The 

one educator who did not view advisement or mentoring as a support already in place to 

help socially promoted students mentioned he would mentor those students. Neither of 

the educators discussed health and wellness as a method of remediating socially 

promoted students. School environment and community and business partners were each 

mentioned by one educator as a method of remediating socially promoted students. 

Finally, guidance services and family involvement were each mentioned by two of the six 

educators in this study. 

Summary 

In chapter four, five major themes emerged. It was determined that educators in 

W, N. Hope Middle School use purposeful instructional practices, use varied 

assessments, are continuously learning, and provide student support. Also, several sub-

themes arose that further expanded upon the aforementioned themes. Educators' 

purposeful instructional practices occurred because they utilized differentiated 
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instruction, real world applications, and appealed to students' varying learning styles. 

Educators used varied assessments to determine student mastery and range of learning. 

They implemented formative and summative assessments. The results of the assessments 

were used to inform what needed to be re-taught as well as for reflection purposes. 

Socially promoted students were supported by way of mentoring and tutoring. These 

services were not only extended to socially promoted students, but were available to all 

students within the schools. The educators lacked supporting socially promoted students 

in terms of having a shared vision for working with the students and being committed to 

learning more about how to change the social promotion process. They also failed to 

mention ways of supporting socially promoted students out side of the classroom. Even if 

the educators did not think the school actually supported socially promoted students, their 

individual actions inside the classroom did. 

The next and final chapter reviewed and interpreted the results of this study. Once 

the results were interpreted, they were connected to the research questions. The next 

chapter also offers implications for further research and conclusions of this study. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS 

This research study was a case study that explored how one urban middle school 

approached social promotion amongst minority students in a culture where socially 

promoting students is an acceptable process. In completing this study, the researcher 

sought to determine which of This We Believe (2010) middle school characteristics were 

used to remediate social promotion in this urban middle school. The research questions 

addressed were as follows: How do teachers, counselors, administrators remediate in a 

social promotion environment? The following sub-questions were also addressed: 

1. Which middle school characteristics (TWB, 2010) are used to remediate social 

promotion? 

2. What are teachers', counselors', and administrators' attitudes toward social 

promotion/social promotion students? 

To answer these questions, six educators were interviewed. The participants were a 

purposeful sample because of convenience. Of the educators, one was an administrator, 

one was a counselor, three were middle school teachers, and one was an elementary 

school teacher. The data collected from the participants was organized into five major 

themes with accompanying sub-themes. 
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Findings and Interpretations 

The participants of this study who were teachers, counselors, and administrators 

at W. N. Hope Middle School operate in an environment where social promotion takes 

place and they attempt to remediate this practice with best practices and characteristics 

outlined by the National Middle School Association. The participants in this study did not 

all have the same definition of social promotion, which is problematic when trying to 

discern the best methods of educating those students. The participants in this study did 

not find their idea of social promotion particularly helpful to those students; however, 

they did not necessarily do anything to end this practice. They just learned to adapt and 

function in an environment where social promotion is accepted. 

W. N. Hope Middle School is a school that has a 99% minority population where 

social promotion is common. Most schools where social promotion occurs also have high 

minority populations. Social promotion began as an alternative to retention, but now is 

becoming a form of institutionalized racism. Socially promoted students are not usually 

prepared to compete in a global society and this cycle is being perpetuated year after 

year, especially amongst minority populations. The process of socially promoting 

minority students is preventing these students from being able to compete fairly with 

their Caucasian counterparts. Therefore, the act of social promotion is damaging to 

minorities not only in school, but also in society. 

Theme One: Purposeful Instructional Practices 

In this study, it was found that the educators at W. N. Hope were using some 

forms of purposeful instructional practices to assist socially promoted students. The 



educators used practices inclusive of modeling, collaborative group work, differentiation, 

use of real world applications, and learning styles. 

Musoleno and White (2010) indicate, "educating the whole child, including the 

intellectual, emotional, social, moral, and physical domains, is central to the philosophy 

of middle grades education (pp. 1 -2). Musoleno and White also indicated that educating 

the whole child has become difficult for teachers in the era of high-stakes testing because 

teachers have begun focusing on teaching to the test. 

Lawrence-Brown (2004) states, "all students benefit from the availability of a 

variety of methods and supports and an appropriate balance of challenge and success (p. 

37). Using differentiation is necessary for a wide range of students, inclusive of socially 

promoted students. Lawrence-Brown informs the reader that differentiation serves two 

main goals. The two goals are to ensure that students attain grade level curriculum and 

standards and to adapt the curricula and provide it for students who need it (p. 38). 

Lawrence-Brown (2004) makes a very important point, which is as follows: "...needs 

vary from lesson to lesson, even for the same student" (p. 56). The educators in this study 

did not specify methods of varying differentiation from lesson to lesson, nor for students. 

The educators indicated they used the students' multiple intelligence surveys from the 

beginning of the year to differentiate; however, students do not learn according to the 

same intelligence on every assignment. They also stated that they differentiate according 

to readiness but did not indicate that this type of differentiation happened from lesson to 

lesson. 

The educators in this study indicated they adapted the curriculum by scaffolding 

content, demonstrating concepts, making the content appealing to varying modalities, 
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adjusting the amount or difficulty of content for students, and varying the assessments. 

They did not make mention of adapting instructional materials. 

Several of the educators in this research study indicated using hands-on 

curriculum enhancements and peer interaction during instruction. 

Theme Two: Use of Varied Assessments 

In this study, it was found that the educators used a variety of assessments. The 

assessments used were formative and summative in nature. Many of the aforementioned 

assessments were graded assessments; thus, they were more summative than formative. 

French (2003) discusses how rigor, relevance, relationships, and resources are the 

foundation of excellent middle schools but in this era of high-stakes testing, mainly rigor 

is taken into account. 

Ultimately, state-level high stakes testing is a fundamentally flawed concept, and 

does not achieve the stated ends of equity and excellence. The current 

standardized testing movement undermines the vision of creating excellent and 

equitable middle grades schools that are academically challenging, 

developmentally responsive, and socially equitable by creating a narrow and rigid 

view of learning and teaching that exacerbates the inequities of our educational 

system and larger society. (French, 2003, pp. 8-9) 

Instead of focusing solely on high-stakes assessment, French states, "authentic 

assessment needs to start at the school level, framed by a philosophy of assessment that 

contributes to excellent teaching and increased student learning" (2003, p. 9). For an 

assessment to contribute to increased student learning, there should be formative pieces 
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embedded. The assessment practices mentioned in this study were more summative than 

formative in nature. NMSA (2010) states 

In addition to the content knowledge and skills typically assessed through paper 

and pencil tests, methods of assessing students' growth must address the many 

other aspects of a student's development including critical thinking, 

independence, responsibility, and those other desired personal attributes and 

dispositions that have lifelong influence. This requires a variety of assessment 

strategies including journals, electronic portfolios, demonstrations, descriptive 

teacher feedback, peer feedback, teacher-designed tests, and audio or video 

evidences of learning. The use of formative assessment is critical in keeping 

students on the path to academic success, (pp. 25-26) 

NMSA stresses the importance of formative assessment in the above quote, whereas, the 

educators in this study seemed to stress summative assessment. Many of the assessment 

practices were linked to grades, which is more summative in nature. Also, if students are 

not doing well, a negative connotation is attached to assessment which is more 

threatening to minority students. Socially promoted students need a sense of success to 

increase motivation and doing poorly on assessments is not helpful. 

Research suggests that it is very advantageous for students when teachers use a 

variety of assessment methods (Volante, Drake, & Beckett, 2010). Therefore, teachers 

not only need to vary assessments in general, but specifically, formative assessments 

need to be varied. The educators at W. N. Hope Middle School indicated the non-graded 

formative assessments used included thumbs-up, thumbs-down, starter questions, class 

participation, and exit tickets. They also identified weekly quizzes and oral assessments 
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as being formative; however, they were graded assessments and served more as 

evaluations. Volante et al. state that based on their three-year longitudinal study, 

"teachers continue to overemphasize summative assessment methods (i.e. tests, quizzes, 

projects), with only a minority of teachers using formative assessment techniques on a 

consistent basis" (p. 45). The same results were also evident in this study. 

Darling-Hammond (2010) suggests that an assessment system should support 

high quality learning. Using a variety of assessments, especially formative assessments 

that are not focused on grades are particularly helpful when working with socially 

promoted students so that their focus is on learning. The educators in this study indicated 

the use of a variety of assessment practices is important; however, they confused the use 

of formative and summative assessment practices. Grades were tied to many of the 

assessment practices used, which counteract the purpose of formative assessment. 

Theme Three: Continuous Adult Learning 

All of the educators in this study continuously attend professional development 

provided by the school district. Four of the six educators in this study are currently taking 

graduate courses and one of the educators will be returning to graduate school. 

Darling-Hammond (1998) states, "teachers need deep understanding of subject matter, 

students' diverse approaches to learning, and multiple teaching strategies if they are to 

enable students to succeed" (p. 50). Just as students need differentiated instruction, 

educators do as well. Much of the provided professional development is not specific to 

the teachers' needs. The professional development is not usually the educators' choice; 

however, it is mandated. The types of mandatory professional development that these 

educators participated in did not address the issue of social promotion or particularly, 
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how to work with students who have been socially promoted. Darling-Hammond 

indicates, "...individual teachers may need opportunities for different kinds of leaming-

about content, teaching strategies, special learning needs, and curriculum-that are unique 

to their needs and contexts" (p. 50). Since mandated professional development is not 

usually differentiated many educators are not getting what they need to ensure that they 

can help all students be successful in the classroom. 

"Middle grades educators thrive on professional development. They recognize the 

positive impact it can have on teaching and learning when focused on improvements that 

directly relate to increased student academic growth and personal development" (TWB, 

2010, p. 30). From the data collected in this study, it is evident that the educators 

participate in professional development; however, it is not focused on ensuring the 

success of socially promoted students. The professional development was not tailored to 

the needs of the educators. This fiirther emphasizes how social promotion is a hidden 

issue that is not addressed in the school systems. Not addressing social promotion only 

helps to increase the achievement gap instead of close it. NMSA (2010) recognizes the 

importance of the quality of professional development. This is apparent in the following: 

Properly focusing a school's professional development program calls for strong, 

collaborative leadership. It requires a school leader who facilitates and models 

learning, listens thoughtfully, and builds a school culture that supports faculty as 

they engage in reflective practice. Such a program is cognizant of the needs of 

adult learners, recognizing that like students, they have differing learning styles 

and are at different places on the learning continuum. (TWB, 2010, p. 30) 
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The participants in this study never indicated having differentiated professional 

development. The professional development offered was in relation to the new programs, 

standards, and reforms the school implemented. The educators' graduate courses did not 

focus on social promotion either. The administrator was the only participant who had 

additional education in social promotion and that is because she chose to complete 

research in that area. Schools that have a culture of social promotion should offer 

professional development in the area of social promotion in order end this cycle. 

Theme Four: Student Support 

The educators in this study had mixed perceptions of student support at W. N. 

Hope Middle School. Socially promoted students need a strong support system in order to 

be successful academically. NMSA (2010) states: 

Middle grades educators, students, and their families plan and implement 

effective transition programs in cooperation with the elementary school and with 

the high school. Such programs ensure all students entering a new school are 

successfully integrated into the school and are able to maintain their academic and 

social progress. (TWB, 2010, p. 34) 

One key component that NMSA mentions but was not discussed in this study was the 

inclusion of family to support students. Socially promoted students are academically 

behind and need support not only at school, but also at home. Family is very important in 

helping to maintain student success. Also, community support is key to the success of 

socially promoted students and closing the achievement gap. Community leaders and 

members and support socially promoted students by sponsoring and participating in 

programs that will offer additional academic support outside of the classroom. 
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"Academic success and personal growth increase markedly when young 

adolescents' affective needs are met. Therefore, every adult in developmentally 

responsive middle level schools serve as an advocate, advisor, and mentor" (TWB, 2010, 

p. 35). Four of the five middle grades participants indicated students have the support of 

an advisor in the advisory program. The one middle grades participant who did not 

mention advisory indicated he would be a mentor to students in need of that type of 

support. The elementary school educator informed the researcher that elementary school 

teachers act as "unofficial mentors" to the students. NMSA (2010) discusses an advisory 

program that allows students and advisors to meet daily to support the needs of the 

students. W. N. Hope Middle School's advisory program meets on a weekly basis. 

Socially promoted students need additional support, which is not offered in this middle 

school. Community leaders and members could help make advisory programs more 

meaningful through their support. 

The National Association of School Psychologists (2003) recommends several 

alternatives to retention and social promotion that are most appropriate for middle school 

and are inclusive of frequent parental involvement, culturally relevant instruction and 

materials, formative assessment usage and progress monitoring, student mental health 

support, academic and behavior student support teams, special education support 

services, programs outside of the regular school day that support students academically, 

tutoring and mentoring programs, school-wide programs that support social and academic 

skill development, and community based services that support the students diverse 

academic, social, and health needs (NASP, 2003). Being able to effectively teach students 

in general is a very involved task. Meeting socially promoted students where they are and 
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brining them up to grade level requires a relentless and tireless approach. Educators along 

with students, families, administrators, counselors, support staff, and community 

members are needed to ensure socially promoted students will have a fair education and 

will be able to compete in a global society. NMSA (2010) and NASP (2003) realize that 

socially promoted students need support beyond academics. The whole child must be 

supported to help curtail the need for continuous social promotion. A way that schools 

have tried to help nurture the whole child is through advisory programs. The advisors 

serve as advocates for the students. As advocates, advisors offer additional support for 

students beyond academics. Shulkind and Foote (2009) found 

Advisory programs offer the structure to meet students' developmental needs, 

because it is the one place in school where students are intimately known as a 

"whole child." Advisory programs have the potential to ensure that every child 

has a meaningful relationship with an adult and belongs to a community of peers. 

These elements of connectedness have the potential to improve academic 

achievement and the overall school experience for middle grades students, (p. 26) 

Advisory programs, when implemented appropriately, serve as additional support that 

can help socially promoted students be successful in school and in global society. 

Theme Five: Attitudes vs. Actions 

This study revealed that the educators viewed socially promotion negatively and 

regularly used 50% of the middle school characteristics to remediate socially promoted 

students. The educators showed concern for socially promoted students and this was 

evident by their classroom practices. The majority of the educators' actions were based 

on curriculum, instruction, and assessment. The participants in this study did not practice 
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many of the characteristics that addressed support for socially promoted students outside 

of the classroom. There did not seem to be much of a focus on the whole child, only 

academic aspects of the students' lives. The main exception to this was the counselor 

because offering guidance to students is in his job description. 

Recommendations 

The educators in this study used purposeful instructional practices; however, it 

was done on the surface level. It is recommended that these educators gain a deeper 

understanding of how to employ purposeful instructional practices on a more intense 

level so that they can better assist socially promoted students. They need to determine the 

root causes of the students' lack of success and effectively plan to reach students where 

they are and bring them where they should be academically. Educators need to provide 

several multiple intelligence surveys to their students so that they can get a more accurate 

reading of how their students learn best. They also need to determine how the multiple 

intelligences affect their socially promoted students in varying subject areas, as well as 

across assignments. Educators also need to be sure to differentiate instruction according 

to Bashinski's (2002) categories, which were instructional strategies, instructional 

materials, curricular content, and assessment practices. 

Educators need to use more formative assessment practices. These formative 

assessment practices need not be graded and should show student progress along the way 

in order to motivate socially promoted students. Before this can occur, educators need 

additional training in assessment practices. Educators need additional formative 

assessment practices. They need to create a positive assessment culture that promotes 

learning. Assessments need to be differentiated for students to ensure success. Also, 
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teachers need to stop focusing on high-stakes tests, reduce the urge to teach to the test, 

and focus on a deeper level of teaching and learning in the classroom. 

The educators in this study participated in adult learning but it needs to be 

improved. Adult learning needs to be focused on the needs of the educator. Also, there 

should be continuous professional development on meeting the needs of socially 

promoted students with monitoring and follow-ups to ensure it is useful. Teachers need 

time to plan together to develop strategies and interventions that will be used to ensure 

the success of socially promoted students. Educators also need further and continuous 

training on how to be an effective advisor for their students. They should have a common 

understanding that an advisor is not only a mentor, but also an advocate for his/her 

advisees. For this to take place, W. N. Hope Middle School needs a strong leader. The 

leader of the school should make certain that W. N. Hope has a school culture supportive 

of doing what it takes to develop the whole child. He/she should develop a school culture 

that is relentless about having the support of teachers, students, families, counselors, 

support staff, and the community. 

In terms of student support, it is recommended that the support go beyond 

offering tutorial and advisory once a week. Tutorial needs to be mandatory for socially 

promoted students and an accountability system needs to be put in place for the student 

and parent. The school should offer suggestions for parents to assist socially promoted 

students at home. To ensure parents get involved, a monthly pamphlet can be provided to 

promote parental support. Also, transportation should be offered for parents to ensure 

they can get back and forth to the school. The community leaders and members also need 

to be involved. The school staff should make a point to reach out to the community and 
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inform the community of what is going on in the school. The school staff should invite 

community members into the school and open up volunteer activities that will help 

support socially promoted students. 

The advisory program at W. N. Hope Middle needs to be improved. Socially 

promoted students need to see their advisors daily. This additional support will help these 

students academically, emotionally, and socially. Socially promoted students will see that 

they have someone on their side that will continually support them. The advisors can help 

these students stay focused and encouraged to work harder and be more successful. 

These recommendations have been made because without improving what is 

already being done in terms of minority socially promoted students, the achievement gap 

will widen. These students will grow up in a society in which they will be unable to 

compete and will be unsuccessful. If educators do not improve what is being done, social 

promotion will continue to occur in minority communities. 

Suggestions for Further Research 

The researcher suggests more research is completed to determine how much time 

should be devoted to the advisory of socially promoted students. This is a suggestion 

because NMSA (2010) discusses daily meetings between advisors and advisees, and in 

this study, weekly meetings took place. Which is more effective, or is there even a 

difference? If there is not a difference, then the time in the school day can be allocated 

differently. 

Also, the research suggests a quantitative study on the effects of socially 

promoting students. In a quantitative study, student growth can be measured against the 

number of middle school characteristics that are implemented. A correlation study can be 
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completed that determines the most influential middle school characteristic in reference 

to socially promoted student success. 

Finally, research can be completed that compares the amount of parental 

involvement to the success of socially promoted students in middle school. This research 

could be done to encourage parents to get more involved in their students educational 

careers during middle school instead of backing off because students are maturing. 

Conclusions 

In conclusion, teachers, counselors, and administrators attempted to remediate 

students in a social promotion environment by using purposeful instructional practices. 

The 5 E Instructional Model, scaffolding, modeling, and collaborative group work were 

used to teach socially promoted students as well as other students in the class. They 

differentiated instruction, applied the content to the real world, and used learning styles 

and multiple intelligences to plan instruction. Unfortunately, these practices were being 

completed on the surface level. In order to use a deeper approach, teachers need time to 

collaborate with each other and more extensive training on how to remediate socially 

promoted students. The researcher determined the assessment practices used by educators 

in this study were more summative than formative. More differentiated, formative 

assessment practices need to be utilized to increase achievement amongst socially 

promoted students. These educators also participate in advisory on a limited level to help 

remediate socially promoted students. They also provide tutorial services and 

continuously educate themselves so that they can further educate socially promoted 

students. 
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The researcher concluded that the middle school characteristics were being used 

to help remediate socially promoted students. However, this was the first year advisory 

had been implemented in W. N. Hope Middle School; therefore, its implementation was 

more mechanical because it was a new program. To increase the fidelity of 

implementation, more training, feedback, and monitoring needs to occur with the 

advisory program. Even though the middle school characteristics are being used to 

remediate social promotion, many of the teachers are unaware of this. 

The educators in this study had mixed definitions of what social promotion is; 

however, they all agree that it is a process that is not beneficial to students. They also try 

to do their part in helping to remediate socially promoted students because they 

understand that one type of teaching and learning will not benefit socially promoted 

students. Though the educators tried to support socially promoted students, the researcher 

deduced that the educators in this study heavily focused on remediating students inside 

the classroom and little focus was placed on remediating these students outside of the 

classroom. 

It is time for educators to realize the damaging effects of social promotion. If 

social promotion is to continue, it should be accompanied with remediation to ensure 

students are able make progress. The continuation of social promotion without 

remediation causes minorities to be pushed further behind. The prevalence of social 

promotion in minority communities makes it another form of institutionalized racism. If 

social promotion alone continues, a fair and equitable education will never be offered to 

all students. Unless further action is taken, many minorities will never be on a level 

playing field with their Caucasian peers. 
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Informed Consent 

One Urban Middle School's Approach Towards Social Promotion of Minority 

Students 

You are being asked to participate in a research study. Before you give your consent to 
volunteer, it is important that you read the following information and ask as many 
questions as necessary to be sure you understand what you will be asked to do. 

Investigators 

Principal Investigator: Niesha Harris, 404-791-6148 
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Karen Swanson, 678-547-6398 
Institution: Mercer University, 3001 Mercer University Dr., Atlanta, GA 30341 
Department: Tift College of Education 
Program: Curriculum and Instruction PhD 

Purpose of the Research 
The purpose of this study is to investigate one urban middle school's approach to toward 
social promotion of minority students in a school culture that accepts this practice. 
During this investigation, the researcher will determine if This We Believe (2010) middle 
school characteristics are used to remediate social promotion. Also, the attitudes of 
school educators, such as teachers, counselors, and administrators will be examined. 

The data from this research will be used to add to the body of knowledge in reference to 
social promotion. 

Procedures 
If you volunteer to participate in this study, you will be asked to complete a 20-question 
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If you volunteer to participate in this study, you will be selected from teachers in the 
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Student grades or classroom experience will not be compromised or withheld. 

There will not be any videotaping and/or names will not be used during this study. 

Potential Benefits of the Research 
There are no intended benefits that may result from this research. 

Confidentiality and Data Storage 
All information obtained will be held in strict confidentiality and will only be released 
with your permission. The results of this study may be published but your information 
such as your name and other demographic information will not be revealed. The results 
of this study will be kept in a locked file within Mercer University for 3 years in Dr. 
Karen Swanson's office. 

Incentives to Participate 
There will be no incentives offered. 

Participation and Withdrawal 
Your participation in this research study is voluntary. As a research subject you may 
refuse to participate at anytime. To withdraw from the study please contact Niesha Harris 
at 404-791-6148 or Dr. Karen Swanson at 678-547-6398. 

Questions about the Research 
If you have any questions about the research, please speak with Niesha Harris (principal 
investigator) at 404-791-6148 or Dr. Karen Swanson (faculty advisor) at 678-547-6398. 

************************************************************************ 
****** 

This project has been reviewed and approved by Mercer University's IRB. If you believe 
there is any infringement upon your rights as a research subject, you may contact the IRB 
Chair, at (478) 301-4101. 

I have been given the opportunity to ask questions and these have been answered to 
my satisfaction. 

KEEP SIGNATURE 

Signature of Investigator Niesha Harris Date August 14, 2011 
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Dissertation Data S iort Hand 
1  (T .  S . )  2 (V. M.) 3 (M. E.) 4 (N. S.) 5 (R. M.) 6 (C. D.) 

Ql Calling; Transferre Effective Better Kids are Students 
Theme: relate d over Equip/prepar loss in need a 
Effective Student from EM; enjoyabl e students transition strong 
Reason for teaching Student e; for HS; b/w ES foundatio 
teaching teaching children guide them; and HS; n; 
MS varies; loss b/w schooling wants to Alternativ 
Preparatio EM and and master's stop that e 
n by HS; not degree; loss; certificati 
coursewor formally common prepared on 
k and prepared sense by course program, 
student work and passed 
teaching currently TFA as state 

taking well as assessmen 
classes grad ts; 
in studies university 
pursuit (i.e. courses 
of cert. Master's and 
and and observatio 
masters' Specialist) ns. 
secondar 
y math 
ed. 

Q2 Interactiv Hands-on; Real-life Individual; Inviting Engaging 
Theme: e; hands- guided games group; class, activities; 
Hands- on; instructio and classroom; active hands on; 
on/Interact learning n; peer activities question- roles; videos; 
ive styles; tutoring; ; hands answer; manageria centers; 

cooperativ one-on- on open-ended 1 some skill 
e one learning qs; role positions; and drill 
grouping; teacher- experien playing; lessons occasional 
differentia student ces solving match iy 
tion; interactio problems intelligenc 
centers n; e 

interactive strengths; 
with students 
promethea feel 
n board successful 

Q3 Real life; Research Connecti n/a Connectio Make it 
Theme: real world based on to ns; specific to 
Real experienc strategies; real differentia students' 
world; es; reach base on world tion; lives 
differentiat students student situation leveraging 
ion on their abilities; s; technolog 
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level; get differentia actively y; 
students tion; state engaging engageme 
excited website 

activities 
students nt; 

interest 
Q4 Learning Learning Surveys Teacher Multiple Survey 
Theme: style modality at start feedback; intelligenc beginning 
Learning inventory assessmen of year; used to es survey of the 
Style at start of t at start used to determine at year and 
Inventory year; base of year; create approach to beginning observatio 
beginning lessons on used to lps and be taken of year; ns; 
of year; it; group determine cater to with students vary incorporat 
used to accordingl if lesson child's material e hands 
group or y requires learning by on, 
plan hands on experien content, kinestheti 
activities activities 

or 
modeling 

ce product, 
or process 

c 
activities 
in the 
lessons 

Q5 Covers Addresses Focuses n/a Not one; One that 
Theme: what you the taught on what assessmen allows the 
mixed taught; standard has been t do what student to 
reviews; challenges taught they are complete 
focused on students; and intended the 
intended allows provides to do; assessmen 
standards students data depends t in the 

to show driven on your best way 
what feedback focus that they 
they've learn but 
learned still 

provides 
accurate 
results for 
what is 
being 
measured 

Q6 Informal Written Formativ Feedback MC; Variety 
Theme: and assessmen e and survey quizzes b/c some 
Variety of formal; ts like summati forms; oral with short students 
assessment thumbs MC; FIB; ve; used follow up answer; don't do 
s used up/down; open to questions don't well on 

exit ended qs; improve make just paper 
tickets; exit instructi assessmen and pencil 
starter; tickets on, ts tests 
weekly gauge 
assessmen student 
ts; unit progress, 
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assessmen and 
ts; intervent 
benchmar ions 
ks 

Q7 Exit Weekly Summati Surveys; Unit test; Portfolio 
Theme: ticket; assessmen ve questionnair use for to show 
Assessmen used to ts and benchma es; used to remediati growth; 
ts used for determine benchmar rk; determine if on and re- unit test to 
re- if re- ks to results issue has teaching detect 
teaching; teaching determine used to been students' 
remediatio is needed re- give resolved; weakness 
n; teaching enrichm used to es 
interventio ent and determine if 
ns intervent 

ions 
helpful; used 
for future 
applications 

Q8 8th; 8th; can 6th b/c 6th and 8th; Its all the 5th-
Theme: writing see students can guide 6th same but critical in 
varies assessmen growth are graders in 7th b/c he preparatio 

t; light when curious MS; likes n for 
bulb goes students and preparing 8th content middle 
off and go to HS; puberty for HS; 7th and is school b/c 
excited can track hasn't are too attn most students 

students set in yet seeking familiar 
with 
it/comfort 

need a 
strong 
foundatio 
n 

Q9 Yes; No; No b/c Yes; relate Definitely Yes; teach 
Theme: calling counselin eager to well to them; ; greatest a few 
yes MS or g at any reach as have rapport need; more 
any grade grade many don't years, 
to reach all level kids as want to be then 
kids possible 

no 
matter 
what 
grade 

too far 
removed 
from 
class; 
expert in 
field 

become a 
coach at 
anES  

Q10 Setting Hands on; Engage Direct; no Choice Talking 
Theme: routines interactive ment and beating which about 
engaging and promethea connecti around the increases math 

rituals; n board ng to bush engageme using the 
peer real life nt vocabular 
helpers; situation y and 
hands-on s internalizi 
activities; ng it 
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centers 
Q l l  
Theme: 
varies 

MG ed 
grades 4-8 
all 
subjects; 
masters C 
and I; 
working 
on PhD in 
C and I 
and 
leadership 

BA in 
MG 
education; 
Counselin 
g Degree; 
Working 
on Phd in 
C and I 

Bachelor 
's in 
Math; 
reading 
endorse 
ment 
certified; 
passed 
GACE 
to teach 
MS math 

BA in 
Communicat 
ions Minor 
in 
Psychology; 
4 yr degree; 
masters in 
counseling; 
4 yr EDD in 
ed leadership 

Not 
education; 
Bachelor' 
s in 
Biology; 
masters; 
specialist 

Bachelor' 
s in 
finance, 
masters in 
business, 
masters in 
ed, spec 
in teacher 
leadership 

Q12 
Yes except 
counselor 

Yes; 
lifelong 
learner 

Yes until 
dissertatio 
n is 
complete 

Yes; 
working 
on 
master's 
in 
secondar 
y math 
ed 

No; at the 
end; working 
on a book 

Definitely 
seeking to 
get PhD 

Yes; PhD Yes; 
working 
on 
master's 
in 
secondar 
y math 
ed 

Q13 
Theme: 
Coursewor 
k/PD 

Coursewo 
rk 

Coursewo 
rk 

PD Counseling 
conventions 
yearly 

Coursewo 
rk; blogs; 
profession 
al 
literature 

Using 
what was 
learned in 
grad 
courses, 
attending 
PDS 

Q14 
Theme: 
social 
promotion 
is not 
helpful; 
mixed 
definitions 
of social 
promotion 

Socially 
promoted 
students 
need 
assistance 
and 
support 
beyond 
tutoring 
and 
pushing 
up; 
interventi 
ons; small 
classes, 
slower 
paced 

Views 
them as 
students 
who are 
placed in 
the next 
grade due 
to their 
age but 
are not 
ready 
which is 
hurting 
the child 
unless the 
child has 
a 
disability 

View 
and treat 
them the 
same as 
other 
students; 
determin 
e where 
they are 
and use 
intervent 
ions to 
enhance 
their ed 
as well 

Unfair; 
students 
should learn 
and earn; 
students not 
getting what 
they need; 
something 
else needs to 
be put in 
place besides 
admin 
placement or 
social 
promotion; 
i.e. early 
work 
program or 
apprenticeshi 

Not 
helpful to 
kids; 
unfair and 
gets kids 
further 
behind; 
understan 
ds 
dangers of 
retaining 
students 
who are 
too old; 
plan 
needs to 
be made 
to catch 
students 

Don't 
believe 
students 
should not 
be 
promoted 
if not 
ready but 
don't 
believe 
students 
who are 
too old 
should be 
in ES. Its 
inappropri 
ate 
}"for 
socializati 
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P up; on and 
hurts self 
esteem 

Q15 Teach Yes; tier No; Yes; reality Not Not in a 
Theme: differently the work Determi check abt different different 
Teacher by ne where needing to but should way but 
determines determini they are do work or be; use tactics 
where ng weak and use being futuristica that they 
students skills and intervent retained lly will are more 
are and building ions to look at receptive 
teaches upon enhance students to, to 
them them; their ed files in build 
accordingl differentia as well order to confidenc 
y tion change e in 

their school 
situation and help 
if it needs them to 
to be learn 

Q16 Yes; No unless Yes but Yes; grades; No; needs Not 
Theme: In CRCT there is a not just test scores; to be extensive; 
most cases reading problem for SP teacher more reviews 
no scores students recommenda aware PR 
extensive but for tions; type of folders 
research all child and 

students anecdotal 
to get to records 
know from 
them and teachers 
build to see 
rapport what has 

worked 
and not 
worked 

Q17 Tiered Not Advisor Athletics Not Small 
Theme interventi supported y (athletic run supported group; 
Varied ons b/c SST program school) extra 

takes too which is attention; 
long really for differentia 

all tion; 
students grouping 

them 
where 
they will 
thrive 

Q18 Advisor; Yes Yes Athletic No but Not in ES 
Theme: she is a Advisor advisory director/coun would be but 
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Most MS mentor program selor; a mentor teachers 
teachers coaches; act as 
said advisors; unofficial 
Advisors would mentors 
except 1 mentor 

students 
for those 
students 

Q19 Tutoring Yes by Yes by Yes; Yes by Teacher; 
Theme: is content content afterschool content hoa; after 
Tutorial provided area area tutorial area school 
provided weekly by teachers teachers teachers programs; 

discipline on on on CIS 
on assigned assigned assigned 
different days days days 
days 

Q20 Tutoring After Research Guidance Become Give extra 
Theme: when school students' counseling more attn; 
All assist teaching; and backgro to keep concerned tutoring 
but in mentoring morning unds and pushing on; with their on non 
varying as an tutorial; help reality check performan tutorial 
ways admin.; one-on- when about ce; work days; 

breaking one possible retention with pulling 
down data assistance parent and students 
so ; peer child from 
students tutoring closely; connectio 
understan informs of ns to help 
d fully services them (if 
where that can they are 
they are help child willing) 
academica 
iiy 
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